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Income	Chargeable	Under	the	Head	‘Salaries’	The	function	will	calculate	the	difference	of	item	3	–	item	5.	Deriving	test	cases	The	columns	in	the	decision	table	are	converted	into	test	cases.	A	system	is	proposed	to	calculate	the	income	tax	of	a	person	residing	in	India	provided	his	salary,	savings,	status,	and	donations	are	known.	100.00	Normal
behaviour	@12.00	Please	enter	a	valid	amount.	The	National	Foundation	for	Communal	Harmony.	Let	us	review	the	important	concepts	described	in	this	chapter:	Black-box	testing	is	a	technique,	wherein	the	structure	of	program	is	overlooked.	7.	6.	Passengers	who	travel	more	than	50,000	km.	(a)	Combinations	of	input	conditions	(b)	Inputs	(c)
Outputs	(d)	None	REVIEW	QUESTIONS	1.	The	function	will	add	all	the	deductible	amounts	in	aggregate	deductible	amount.	The	resulting	output	from	a	state	like	T1,	T2,	T3,	etc.	Deductions	„	Entertainment	allowance	„	Tax	on	employment	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	5.	Some	special	cases	in	this	system	are	as	follows:	What	will
happen	when	a	=	0?	Therefore,	cause-effect	graphing	is	the	technique	to	represent	the	situations	of	combinations	of	input	conditions	and	then	we	convert	the	causeeffect	graph	into	decision	table	for	the	test	cases.	The	classes	are:	C1	=	{3	£	Source	of	Income	£	20}	C2	=	{Source	of	Income	<	3}	C3	=	{Source	of	Income	>	20}	C4	=	{Source	of
Income:	Blank}	C5	=	{Amount:	positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places}	C6	=	{Amount:	negative	number	or	characters	other	than	digit}	C7	=	{Amount:	Blank	}	After	preparing	the	classes,	one	test	case	per	class	should	be	designed	as	given	below:	Test	Case	ID	Class	covered	Source	of	Income	AID1	C1	Agriculture	Amount	Expected
Output	AID2	C2	Tc	Entry	too	short	AID3	C3	Income	from	consultancy	Entry	too	long	AID4	C4	AID5	C5	Agriculture	AID6	C6	Agriculture	AID7	C7	Agriculture	Normal	behaviour	Please	enter	the	source	of	income	40000.00	Normal	behaviour	Rs	23000.00	Please	enter	the	positive	real	numbers	only	Please	enter	amount	541l	542	Software	Testing:
Principles	and	Practices	The	function	will	aggregate	the	total	amount	of	income	as	gross	total	income.	(iv)	For	orders	of	less	than	Rs	20,000,	agents	get	8%	and	the	retailer	gets	5%	discount.	551l	552	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Step	8	White-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	Here,	we	will	discuss	how	the	modules
of	Income	Tax	Calculator	is	tested	using	white-box	testing	techniques.	Companies	rely	only	on	the	automated	testing	tools	rather	than	a	proper	testing	methodology.	These	are	beneficial	for	the	applications	which	can	be	described	using	state	transition	diagrams	and	state	tables.	There	is	no	high-level	functionality	diagram	representing	interfaces	and
data	flow.	Boundary	value	analysis	is	the	method	to	uncover	the	bugs	by	looking	at	the	boundary	of	the	inputs	used	in	the	program.	The	following	process	is	used	to	derive	the	test	cases	[2].	It	is	not	clear	whether	the	user	can	make	a	wrong	entry	and	move	ahead	on	the	next	entry	or	he	cannot	move	ahead	until	he	enters	a	correct	entry.	Saving	type	(3
to	20	alphabets	with	spaces)	Deductible	amount	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	The	user	may	enter	multiple	savings.	a	b	c	e	i	Figure	5.3	d	f	g	h	j	Sample	graph	In	the	graph	shown	in	Figure	5.3,	there	are	six	possible	paths:	acei,	acgh,	acfh,	bdei,	bdgh,	bdfj.	V(G)	=	No.	of	regions	=	8	Independent	Paths	of
income_details_non_sal()	Since	the	cyclomatic	complexity	of	the	graph	is	8,	there	will	be	8	independent	paths	in	the	graph,	as	shown	below:	1.	It	is	a	very	practical	case	wherein	the	tester	uses	his	intuition	and	makes	a	guess	about	where	the	bug	can	be.	Income	Chargeable	Under	the	Head	‘Salaries’	Displayed	by	the	system	5.	Black-Box	Testing	on
Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	Using	the	information	of	the	module,	the	following	equivalence	classes	are	generated:	C1	=	{3	£	Name	£	15}	C2	=	{Name	<	3}	C3	=	{Name	>	15}	C4	=	{Name:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets	and	spaces	between	the	alphabets}	C5	=	{Name:	Blank}	C6	=	{Date	of	Birth:	digits	only}
C7	=	{Date	of	Birth:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	digit}	C8	=	{Date	of	Birth:	Blank}	C9	=	{3	£	Permanent	address	£	30}	C10	=	{Permanent	address	<	3}	C11	=	{Permanent	address	>	30}	C12	=	{Permanent	address:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets,	digits,	and	spaces	between	them}	C13	=	{Permanent	address:	Blank}	C14	=	{Sex:
M/F}	C15	=	{Sex:	any	character	other	than	M/F}	C16	=	{Sex:	Blank}	C17	=	{Status:	Y/N}	C18	=	{Status:	any	character	other	than	Y/N}	C19	=	{Status:	Blank}	C20	=	{3	£	Designation	£	15}	C21	=	{Designation	<	3}	C22	=	{Designation	>	15}	C23	=	{Designation:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets	and	spaces	between	the	alphabets}	C24
=	{Designation	:	Blank}	C25	=	{3	£	Name	of	Employer	£	25}	C26	=	{Name	of	Employer	<	3}	C27	=	{Name	of	Employer	>	25}	C28	=	{Name	of	Employer:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets	and	spaces	between	the	alphabets}	539l	540	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	C29	=	{Name	of	Employer:	Blank}	C30	=	{Address	of	the
employer	<	3}	C31	=	{Address	of	the	employer	>	30}	C32	=	{Address	of	the	employer:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets,	digits	and	spaces	between	them}	C33	=	{Address	of	the	employer:	Blank}	C34	=	{PAN	number:	10	characters	consisting	of	alphabets	and	digits	only}	C34	=	{PAN	number	<	10}	C34	=	{PAN	number	>	10}	C34	=
{PAN	number:	10	characters	consisting	of	any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets	and	digits	only}	C35	=	{PAN	number:	Blank}	C36	=	{3	£	TDS	Circle	£	15}	C37	=	{TDS	Circle	<	3}	C38	=	{TDS	Circle	>	15}	C39	=	{TDS	Circle:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	alphabets	and	spaces	between	the	alphabets}	C40	=	{TDS	Circle:	Blank}	C41	=
{Period	From:	digits	only}	C42	=	{Period	From:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	digit}	C43	=	{Period	From:	Blank}	C44	=	{Period	To:	digits	only}	C45	=	{Period	To:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	digit}	C46	=	{Period	To:	Blank}	After	preparing	the	classes	for	this	function,	one	test	case	per	class	should	be	designed	as	given	below:	Test	case	ID
Class	covered	Name	Date	of	Birth	Permanent	Address	…	Expected	Output	APD1	C1	Harish	APD2	C2	Na	Name	too	short	APD3	C3	Abdul	Ghaffar	Khan	Name	too	long	APD4	C4	;’.,sfh’;.,s	APD5	C5	Normal	behaviour	Name	should	contain	only	alphabets	and	spaces.	The	book	concludes	with	a	case	study	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	illustrating	the	testing	of
software	using	verification	and	validation	techniques.	Path	testing	is	closer	to	the	developer	and	used	by	him	to	test	his	module.	…	…	…	…	Accept	Income	Details	(AID)	The	function	will	enquire	whether	the	user	is	a	salaried	person	or	has	some	other	source	of	income.	Each	operand	or	variable	in	a	logical	expression	takes	on	the	value,	TRUE	or
FALSE.	The	modules	of	TaxCalculator.h	(refer	CD)	have	been	reproduced	here	for	understanding	their	functionality	and	coding	details.	A	program	reads	the	data	of	employees	in	a	company	by	taking	the	following	inputs	and	prints	them:	Name	of	Employee	(Max.	There	is	a	high	probability	that	errors	made	in	a	previous	project	is	repeated	again.	∑
What	are	the	various	techniques	to	design	a	good	test	case	(as	our	knowledge	is	only	limited	to	black-box	and	white-box	techniques)?	When	the	condition	entry	takes	several	values,	then	it	is	called	Extended	Entry	Decision	Table.	A	seeming	contradiction	could	come	about	in	a	model	if	all	the	factors	that	constitute	the	state	and	all	the	inputs	are	not
taken	care	of.	New	State:	When	a	task	is	newly	created.	Part	III	(Managing	the	Testing	Process)	discusses	how	to	manage	the	testing	process,	various	persons	involved	in	test	organization	hierarchy,	testing	metrics	to	monitor	and	control	the	testing	process,	and	how	to	reduce	the	number	of	test	cases.	Testing	Metrics	for	Monitoring	and	Controlling
the	Testing	Process	11.1	Measurement	Objectives	for	Testing	11.2	Attributes	and	Corresponding	Metrics	in	Software	Testing	11.3	Attributes	11.3.1	Progress	11.3.2	Cost	11.3.3	Quality	11.3.4	Size	11.4	Estimation	models	for	estimating	testing	efforts	11.4.1	Halstead	metrics	for	estimating	testing	effort	11.4.2	Development	ratio	method	11.4.3	Project
staff	ratio	method	11.4.4	Test	procedure	method	11.4.5	Task	planning	method	11.5	Architectural	Design	Metric	used	for	Testing	11.6	Information	Flow	Metrics	used	for	Testing	11.6.1	Henry	&	Kafura	Design	Metric	11.7	Cyclomatic	Complexity	measures	for	Testing	11.8	Function	Point	Metrics	for	Testing	11.9	Test	Point	Analysis	11.9.1	Procedure	for
Calculating	TPA	11.9.2	Calculating	Dynamic	Test	Points	11.9.3	Calculating	Static	Test	Points	11.9.4	Calculating	Primary	Test	Hours	11.9.5	Calculating	Total	Test	Hours	11.10	Some	Testing	Metrics	Summary	12.	However,	this	capability	comes	with	years	of	experience	in	a	particular	field	of	testing.	When	counting	the	regions,	the	area	outside	the
graph	is	also	considered	a	region.	These	are	numbered	or	labeled.	11.	State	tables	also	specify	states,	inputs,	transitions,	and	outputs.	The	basis	set	is	in	fact	the	base	for	designing	the	test	cases.	These	conditions	mean	that	the	value	of	a	particular	condition	in	the	specific	rule	does	not	make	a	difference	whether	it	is	TRUE	or	FALSE.	By	continuing	to
use	our	website,	you	are	agreeing	to	our	use	of	cookies.	Software/Hardware	Requirements.	Report	DMCA	SOFTWARE		TESTING			Principles	and	Practices													Naresh	Chauhan																						OXFORD		UNIVERSITY	PRESS		©	Oxford	University	Press	2010		ISBN:	978-0-1980618-47	Preface	There	is	no	life	without	struggles	and	no	software	without
bugs.	Jun	19,	Dev	rated	it	it	was	amazing.	How	many	test	cases	are	there	in	BVC	if	there	are	5	variables	in	a	module?	Cause-effect	graphing	techniques	help	in	selecting	combinations	of	input	conditions	in	a	systematic	way,	such	that	the	number	of	test	cases	does	not	become	unmanageably	large	[14].	The	tax	slabs	and	other	details	in	this	case	study
have	been	compiled	from	www.incometaxindia.gov.in.	Bugs	cripple	the	software	in	a	way	problems	in	life	unsettle	one.	Conversion	into	decision	table	The	cause-effect	graph	obtained	is	converted	into	a	limited-entry	decision	table	by	verifying	state	conditions	in	the	graph.	Moreover,	the	role	of	software	testing	as	a	systematic	process	to	produce
quality	software	is	not	recognized	on	a	full	scale.	The	system	will	accept	personal	details,	income	details,	savings	details	and	calculate	total	salary,	net	tax	payable,	educational	cess,	and	hence	total	tax	payable.	The	key	feature	of	the	book	is	a	fully	devoted	case	study	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	which	shows	how	to	perform	verification	and	validation	at
various	phases	of	SDLC.	The	following	conventions	are	used	for	state	table	[9]:	Each	row	of	the	table	corresponds	to	a	state.	FSM	models	can	be	prepared	for	software	structure	or	software	behaviour.	In	this	way,	the	flow	graph	becomes	a	strongly	connected	graph.	18.2	Debugging	Process	18.3	Debugging	is	Difficult?	Debugging	18.1	Debugging:	An
art	or	technique?	The	book	focuses	on	software	testing,	not	only	as	a	phase	of	software	development	life	cycle	(SDLC),	but	also	as	a	complete	process	to	fulfil	the	demands	of	quality	software.	Tax	payable	after	relief	(if	applicable)	Function	will	deduct	relief	amount	from	tax	payable.	Thus,	condition	coverage	and	decision/condition	coverage	need	not
necessarily	uncover	all	the	errors.	Surcharge	Function	will	calculate	the	surcharge	as	if	tax	on	taxable	income	exceeds	Rs	10	lacs,	a	10%	surcharge	is	charged.	Part	I	(Testing	Methodology)	introduces	concepts	such	as	effective	software	testing,	testing	terminology,	testing	as	a	process,	and	development	of	testing	methodology.	The	user	may	enter
various	types	of	source	of	incomes	as	given	below.	If	the	donation	lies	in	the	list,	100%	rebate	will	be	provided	otherwise	50%.	Waiting:	When	the	task	is	waiting	for	an	I/O	event	or	reception	of	a	signal.	The	function	will	add	all	the	amounts	of	tax	deposited	and	amount	of	TDS	in	total	tax	deducted.	Consider	Problem	6	and	design	test	cases	using
cause-effect	graphing	technique.	Toc:	Content:	PART	I	TESTING	METHODOLOGY	1.	Now	with	the	help	of	nodes	and	transition	links	between	the	nodes,	a	state	transition	diagram	or	state	graph	is	prepared.	It	discusses	all	the	software	testing	issues	and	gives	insight	into	their	practical	importance.	Deductions	Entertainment	allowance	(EA)	Tax	on
employment	(TE)	5.	(a)	Condition	stub	(b)	Condition	entry	(c)	Action	stub	(d)	All	10.	Similarly,	an	effect	is	an	output	condition.	121l	122	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Solution	Condition	Stub	ENTRY	R1	R2	R3	R4	R5	R6	R7	R8	C1:	DGS	&	D	T	F	F	F	F	F	F	F	C2:	Agent	F	T	F	T	F	T	F	I	C3:	Retailer	F	F	T	F	T	F	T	I	C4:	Order	>	50,000	I	T	T	F	F	F
F	I	C5:	Order	≥	20000	to	<	50,000	I	F	F	T	T	F	F	I	C6:	Order	<	20,000	I	F	F	F	F	T	T	I	C7:	Furniture	F	F	F	F	F	F	F	T	Action	Stub	A1:	Discount	of	5%	X	A2:	Discount	of	8%	A3:	Discount	of	10%	X	X	X	X	A4:	Discount	of	12%	X	X	A5:	Discount	of	15%	X	The	test	cases	derived	from	the	decision	table	are	given	below:	Test	Case	ID	Type	of	Customer	Product
Furniture?	The	cyclomatic	number	of	the	whole	graph	is	then	given	by	the	sum	of	the	numbers	of	each	graph.	(a)	High	(b)	Low	(c)	Medium	(d)	Zero	3.	523l	524	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Accept	Savings	&	Donations	Details	The	function	will	ask	the	user	to	enter	the	total	savings	and	the	donations	in	the	following	format.	Software
Testing	book	focuses	on	software	testing	as	not	just	being	a	phase	of	software	development	life	cycle.Author:Mak	VujasCountry:KosovoLanguage:English	(Spanish)Genre:CareerPublished	(Last):28	July	2015Pages:363PDF	File	Size:12.83	MbePub	File	Size:13.87	MbISBN:300-9-13131-364-9Downloads:61705Price:Free.Free	Regsitration
RequiredUploader:By	continuing	to	use	our	website,	you	are	agreeing	to	our	use	of	cookies.	When	the	condition	entry	takes	several	values,	then	it	is	called	an	Extended	Entry	Decision	Table.	Then	we	prepare	the	flow	graph	for	P	and	for	components,	X,	Y,	and	Z.	OBJECTIVES	After	reading	this	chapter,	you	should	be	able	to	understand:	White-box
testing	demands	complete	understanding	of	the	program	logic/	structure	Test	case	designing	using	white-box	testing	techniques	Basis	path	testing	method	Building	a	path	testing	tool	using	graph	matrices	Loop	testing	Data	flow	testing	method	Mutation	testing	method	5.1	NEED	OF	WHITE-BOX	TESTING	Is	white-box	testing	really	necessary?
Cyclomatic	complexity	provides	the	number	of	independent	paths.	For	example,	a	task	in	an	operating	system	can	have	the	following	states:	1.	Certain	conditions	mask	other	conditions.	Deductions	Entertainment	allowance	(EA)	Tax	on	employment	(TE)	Black-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	These	two	entries	can
be	tested	with	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods.	Shazzad	Hossain	rated	it	it	was	amazing	Aug	22,	Testing	Web-based	Systems	Chapter	Nzresh	Go	to	Infibeam	website.Validation	Activities	Chapter	8.Just	a	moment	while	we	sign	you	in	to	your	Goodreads	account.	Test	case	1	just	skips	the	while	loop	and	all	loop	statements	are	not	executed.	If	all
the	three	angles	are	less	than	90,	it	is	an	acute	angled	triangle.	(a)	Static	testing	(b)	Dynamic	testing	(c)	None	of	the	above	2.	Amount	of	TDS	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	The	function	will	add	all	the	amounts	of	tax	deposited	and	the	amount	of	TDS	in	the	total	tax	deducted.	Amount	of	TDS	The	function	will	add	all	the
amounts	of	tax	deposited	and	amount	of	TDS	in	total	tax	deducted.	Any	other	item	reported	by	the	employee	Enter	Income:	Enter	more?	Public	Metrics	10.4	Entities	to	be	measured	10.5	Size	Metrics	10.5.1	Line	of	Code	(LOC)	10.5.2	Token	Count	(Halstead	Product	Metrics)	10.5.2.1	Program	Vocabulary	10.5.2.2	Program	Length	10.5.2.3	Program
Volume	10.5.3	Function	Point	Analysis	10.5.3.1	Process	used	for	calculating	Function	Points	10.5.3.2	Sizing	Data	Functions	10.5.3.3	Sizing	Transactional	Functions	10.5.3.4	Calculating	Unadjusted	Function	Point	(UFP)	10.5.3.5	Calculating	Adjusted	Function	Point	Summary	11.	It	is	also	known	as	glass-box	testing,	as	everything	that	is	required	to
implement	the	software	is	visible.	Statement	Coverage	The	first	kind	of	logic	coverage	can	be	identified	in	the	form	of	statements.	Test	case	2:	A	is	False,	B	is	True.	„	Sex	(M/F	one	alphabet	only)	„	Status:	Salaried	or	not	(Y/N	one	alphabet	only)	If	the	user	enters	the	answer	Y	(Yes)	to	the	status	entry,	then	the	function	will	display	the	following	three
entries,	otherwise	it	will	not.	If	programs	are	assumed	to	have	an	entry	and	an	exit	node,	then	the	number	of	links	traversed	is	just	one	less	than	the	number	of	nodes	traversed.	If	the	decision	137l	138	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	if	(A	&&	B)	is	being	tested,	the	condition	coverage	would	allow	one	to	write	two	test	cases:	Test	case	1:	A	is
True,	B	is	False.	Path	testing	is	based	on	control	structure	of	the	program	for	which	flow	graph	is	prepared.	Identify	all	the	allowable	values	for	each	factor.	Sometimes	expanding	the	decision	table	to	spell	out	don’t-care	conditions	can	reveal	hidden	problems.	If	you	are	author/publisher	or	own	the	copyright	of	this	documents,	please	report	to	us	by
using	this	DMCA	report	form.	Chapter	15	explains	the	need	for	automation,	categories	of	testing	tools,	and	how	to	select	a	testing	tool.	A	state	graph	and	its	companion	state	table	contain	information	that	is	converted	into	test	cases.	Test	Management	9.1	Test	Organization	9.2	Structure	of	Testing	Group	9.3	Test	Planning	9.3.1	Test	Plan	Components
9.3.2	Test	Plan	Hierarchy	9.3.3	Master	Test	Plan	9.3.4	Verification	Test	Plan	9.3.5	Validation	Test	Plan	9.3.5.1	Unit	Test	Plan	9.3.5.2	Integration	Test	Plan	9.3.5.3	Function	Test	Plan	9.3.5.4	System	Test	Plan	9.3.5.5	Acceptance	Test	Plan	9.4	Detailed	Test	Design	and	Test	Specifications	9.4.1	Test	Design	Specifications	9.4.2	Test	Case	Specifications
9.4.3	Test	Procedure	Specifications	9.4.4	Test	Result	Specifications	9.4.4.1	Test	Log	9.4.4.2	Test	Incident	Report	9.4.4.3	Test	Summary	Report	Summary	10.	This	second	edition	of	Software	Testing	serves	as	a	textbook	for	students	of	computer	science,	information	technology,.	The	problem	is	how	to	select	or	reduce	the	test	cases	out	of	a	big	test
suite.	A	program	calculates	the	GCD	of	three	numbers	in	the	range	[1,	50].	If	yes,	a	10%	surcharge	on	the	total	income	tax	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income)	is	also	charged	and	a	3%	of	education	cess	will	be	charged	on	the	total	income	tax	paid	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income).	A	program	takes	as	input	a	string	(5–20	characters)	and	a	single
character	and	checks	whether	that	single	character	is	present	in	the	string	or	not.	As	an	explicit	state	table	mechanization	is	not	typical,	the	opportunities	for	missing	states	abound.	However,	switch-case	and	multiple	if-else	statements	have	more	than	two	arrows	leaving	a	decision	node,	and	in	these	cases,	the	formula	to	calculate	the	number	of
nodes	is	d	=	k	–	1,	where	k	is	the	number	of	arrows	leaving	the	node.	Finally,	the	system	will	show	the	net	tax	as	per	the	following	details:	526	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Men	Income:	up	to	1.5	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	10	%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20	%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30	%
Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Women	Income	:	up	to	1.8	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	10	%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20	%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30	%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Senior	Citizen	Income	:	up	to	2.25	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	10	%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20	%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30	%	Donations	with
100%	rebate	The	Prime	Minister’s	National	Relief	Fund.	Verifi	cation	and	Validation	Chapter	4.	The	user	may	enter	various	types	of	source	of	incomes	as	given	below:	Source	of	Income:	(3	to	20	alphabets	with	spaces)	Amount:	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	The	function	will	aggregate	all	the	amounts	of	income	as	gross
total	income.	Design	test	cases	for	this	system	using	decision	table	testing.	In	this	way,	SRS	ver	2.0	was	prepared	as	a	result	of	verification	on	SRS	ver	1.0.	Another	round	of	verification	was	performed	on	SRS	ver	2.0	and	finally	we	get	SRS	ver	3.0.	514	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	The	readers	are	advised	to	prepare	an	SDD	of	this
application	and	perform	verification	exercises	on	it	to	and	get	a	final	version	of	SDD.	Determine	the	cyclomatic	complexity	of	the	flow	graph.	The	Government,	or	any	local	authority,	institution	or	association	as	maybe	approved	by	the	Central	Government	for	the	purpose	of	promoting	family	planning.	Software	TestingGottimukkala	Sharath	rated	it	it
was	amazing	Nov	07,	You	can	change	your	cookie	settings	at	any	time.Kishore	Kumar	rated	it	chauhqn	liked	it	Nov	04,	This	book	is	serves	as	a	refresher	for	Testing	Practitioners	and	Guide	for	Beginners.The	first	book	was	locally	published	in	the	testkng	To	ask	other	readers	questions	about	Software	Testingplease	sign	up.	Chapter	18	covers	the
debugging	process	and	discusses	various	methods	to	debug	a	software	product.	It	is	a	division	chaugan	the	University	of	Oxford.Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Pdf	FreeFormats	and	Editions	of	Software	testing:	principles	and	practices	We	sell	our	titles	through	other	companies	Amazon	Go	to	Amazon	website.	In	limited
entry	decision	table,	condition	entry,	which	has	no	effect	whether	it	is	True	or	False,	is	called	a	Don’t-Care	state	or	immaterial	state	(represented	by	I).	3	Agriculture	and	others	Source	can	contain	a	max	of	20	charac-	1,	2,	3,	6	ters.	During	verification	on	SRS,	the	checklist	presented	in	Appendix	has	been	used.	After	this,	verification	on	SRS	ver	1.0
was	performed	and	found	that	many	features	were	not	present	in	SRS.	543l	544	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Accept	Savings	&	Donations	Details	(ASD)	The	function	will	ask	the	user	to	enter	the	total	savings	and	the	donations	in	the	following	format.	‘X’	denotes	the	action	entry	in	the	table.	Accept	Income	Details	The	function	will
enquire	whether	the	user	is	a	salaried	person	or	has	some	other	source	of	income.	The	user	cannot	move	to	the	next	entry	unless	he	enters	the	correct	entry.	There	may	be	some	critical	behaviour	to	be	tested	when	some	combinations	of	input	conditions	are	considered.	Chapter	12	explains	the	fact	that	test	cases,	specially	designed	for	system	testing
and	regression	testing,	become	unmanageable	in	a	way	that	we	cannot	test	all	of	them.	Saving	Type:	(3	to	20	alphabets	with	spaces)	Deductible	amount:	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	The	user	may	enter	multiple	savings.	Test	Case	ID	AID8	AID9	AID10	AID11	AID12	AID13	AID14	AID15	Class	covered	C8	C9	C10	C11	C12
C13	C14	C15	a	2000.00	–1200	b	2000.00	2000.00	2000.00	2000.00	2000.00	1000.00	Rs	200	AID16	C16	2000.00	1000.00	1000.00	1000.00	c	3000.00	Rs	200	Expected	Output	Normal	Behaviour	Please	enter	a	valid	entry.	All	the	amounts	will	be	positive	decimal	numbers	with	maximum	2	decimal	places.	But	a	person	is	best	tested	in	times	of	crises.	The
case	study	has	been	presented	in	the	following	sequence:	Requirement	Specifications	and	Verification	The	requirements	for	the	case	study	have	been	collected	and	SRS	ver	1.0	was	prepared	initially.	Black-box	Testing	on	SRS	ver	3.0	Once	the	SRS	is	prepared,	some	black-box	test	cases	have	been	designed	using	the	techniques	studied	in	Chapter	4.
Testing	Process	Maturity	Models	14.1	Need	for	Test	Process	Maturity	14.2	Measurement	and	Improvement	of	a	Test	Process	14.3	Test	Process	Maturity	Models	14.3.1	The	Testing	Improvement	Model	(TIM)	14.3.1.1	Maturity	Model	14.3.1.2	Key	areas	of	TIM	14.3.1.3	The	Assessment	procedure	of	TIM	14.3.2	Test	Organization	Model	(TOM)	14.3.2.1
Questionnaire	14.3.2.2	Improvement	Suggestions	14.3.3	Test	Process	Improvement	(TPI)	Model	14.3.3.1	Key	Process	Areas	14.3.3.2	Maturity	Levels	14.3.3.3	Test	Maturity	Matrix	14.3.3.4	Checkpoints	14.3.3.5	Improvement	Suggestions	14.3.4	Test	Maturity	Model	(TMM)	14.3.4.1	TMM	Components	14.3.4.2	TMM	Levels	14.3.4.3	The	Assessment
Model	Summary	PART	V	TEST	AUTOMATION	15.	(a)	623	(b)	513	(c)	625	(d)	521	132	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	6.	Black-box	testing	is	a	_______.	Suitable	for:	Students	of	computer	science,	information	technology,	and	computer	applications	Rights:		World	Rights	VDOC.PUB	Authors:	Chauhan	,	Naresh	PDF	Download	Embed	This
document	was	uploaded	by	our	user.	Chapter	5	discusses	test	case	design	techniques	using	white-box	testing,	including	basis	path	testing,	loop	testing,	data	flow	testing,	and	mutation	testing.	Deductions	Entertainment	allowance	Tax	on	employment	5.	Therefore,	the	number	of	independent	paths	is	4.	Educational	and	Professional	Books.Principles
and	Practices	by	Naresh	Chauhan.	These	consider	each	input	separately.	The	idea	is	only	to	present	a	working	application	and	show	how	to	perform	testing	on	it.	The	missing	features	found	in	this	verification	are	highlighted.	Any	Zila	Saksharta	Samiti	constituted	in	any	district	under	the	chairmanship	of	the	Collector	of	that	district	for	the	purpose	of
improvement	of	primary	education	in	villages	and	towns	in	such	a	district	and	for	literacy	and	post	literacy	activities.	Design	test	cases	for	this	program	using	BVC,	robust	testing,	and	worst-case	testing	methods.	Action	entry	It	is	the	entry	in	the	table	for	the	resulting	action	to	be	performed	when	one	rule	(which	is	a	combination	of	input	condition)	is
satisfied.	The	function	will	add	the	total	amounts	of	tax	deposited.	Path	coverage	is	a	more	general	criterion	as	compared	to	other	coverage	criteria	and	useful	for	detecting	more	errors.	We	should	follow	the	same	philosophy	while	testing	software	too.	Education	cess	The	function	will	calculate	the	education	cess	as	a	3%	of	tax	on	taxable	income.	In
addition,	the	following	items	are	missing	in	the	SRS	which	are	necessary	to	avoid	bugs	and	misunderstanding:	1.	(a)	23	(b)	31	(c)	10	(d)	21	5.	About	the	Book	To	find	out	more	and	read	a	sample	chapter	see	the	catalogue.Teaching	Resources.	537l	538	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Step	7	Black-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax
Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	Black-Box	Testing	on	various	modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	is	presented	here.	Tax	payable	after	relief	(if	applicable)	The	function	will	deduct	the	relief	amount	from	the	tax	payable.	127l	128	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Solution	First	we	identify	the	causes	and	effects	in	this	problem	as	given
below:	C1:	a	≠	0	C2:	b	=	0	C3:	c	=	0	C4:	D	>	0	where	D	is	b2	–	4ac	C5:	D	<	0	C6:	D	=	0	C7:	a	=	b	=	c	C8:	a	=	c	=	b/2	E1:	Not	a	quadratic	equation	E2:	Real	roots	E3:	Imaginary	roots	E4:	Equal	roots	Based	on	these	causes	and	effects	and	analysing	the	constraints,	the	causeeffect	graph	is	prepared,	as	shown	in	Fig.	If	yes,	then	whole	amount	will	be
deducted	from	the	taxable	income.	ADD	Any	other	item	reported	by	the	employee	User	may	enter	multiple	incomes.	If	the	user	is	not	a	salaried	person,	the	system	will	ask	for	the	source	of	income.	What	are	the	components	of	a	decision	table?	8.6	Regression	Testing	Types	8.7	Defining	Regression	Test	Problem	8.7.1	Regression	Testing	is	a	problem?
Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	1.0	517l	Step	3	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	1.0	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	1.0	is	presented	here.	15.	White-Box	Testing	The	source	code	of	TaxCalculator.h	has	been	tested	using	white-box	testing	techniques.	Chapter	10	provides	an	introductory	material	to
understand	that	measurement	is	a	necessary	part	of	software	engineering,	known	as	software	metrics.	Please	enter	a	valid	amount.	If	one	angle	is	greater	than	90,	it	is	an	obtuse	angled	triangle.	It	is	easy	to	demonstrate	that,	if	p	is	the	number	of	graphs	and	e	and	n	are	referred	to	as	the	whole	graph,	the	cyclomatic	number	is	given	by	V(G)	=	e	–	n	+
2p	And	Miller’s	theorem	becomes	V(G)	=	d	+	p	Formulae	Based	on	Cyclomatic	Complexity	Based	on	the	cyclomatic	complexity,	the	following	formulae	are	being	summarized.	Any	fund	set	up	by	a	State	Government	to	provide	medical	relief	to	the	poor.	The	Prime	Minister’s	Armenia	Earthquake	Relief	Fund.	x	y	v	A	z	AND	This	function	states	that	if
both	x	and	y	are	1,	z	is	1;	else	z	is	0.	Software	Functions/Features.	Order	Value	(Rs)	Expected	Result	1	DGS	&	D	No	51,000	10%	Discount	2	Agent	No	52,000	15%	Discount	3	Retailer	No	53,000	10%	Discount	4	Agent	No	23,000	12%	Discount	5	Retailer	No	27,000	8%	Discount	6	Agent	No	15,000	8%	Discount	7	Retailer	No	18,000	5%	Discount	8	Agent
Yes	34,000	10%	Discount	Example	4.10	A	university	is	admitting	students	in	a	professional	course	subject	to	the	following	conditions:	(a)	Marks	in	Java	≥	70	(b)	Marks	in	C++	≥	60	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	(c)	Marks	in	OOAD	≥	60	(d)	Total	in	all	three	subjects	≥	220	OR	Total	in	Java	and	C++	≥	150	If	the	aggregate	mark	of	an
eligible	candidate	is	more	than	240,	he	will	be	eligible	for	scholarship	course,	otherwise	he	will	be	eligible	for	normal	course.	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Men	Income:	up	to	1.5	lacs	NO	INCOME	TAX	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Women	Income	:	up	to	1.8
lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Senior	Citizen	Income	:	up	to	2.25	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	In	addition	to	the	income	tax	calculated	according	to	the	above	income	tax	slabs,
a	3%	of	education	cess	will	be	charged	on	the	total	income	tax	paid	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income).	vi	Preface	ABOUT	THE	BOOK	This	book	treats	software	testing	as	a	separate	discipline	to	teach	the	importance	of	testing	process	both	in	academia	as	well	as	in	the	industry.	Accept	Tax	Deduction	Details	If	the	person	is	salaried,	then	this	function
will	accept	the	details	if	tax	deducted	by	the	employer	during	the	year	in	the	following	format:	Amount	of	TDS:	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	Amount	of	tax	deposited	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	Date	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Challan	Number	(5	to	20	characters)	The	above	details	may	be	entered
multiple	times.	The	guidelines	for	effectiveness	of	path	testing	are	discussed	below:	1.	Independent	path	An	independent	path	is	any	path	through	the	graph	that	introduces	at	least	one	new	set	of	processing	statements	or	new	conditions.	We	often	believe	that	a	logical	path	is	not	likely	to	be	executed	when,	in	fact,	it	may	be	executed	on	a	regular
basis.	Solution	ENTRY	R1	R2	R3	R4	R5	R6	R7	R8	R9	R10	C1:	marks	in	Java	≥	70	T	T	T	T	F	I	I	I	T	T	C2:	marks	in	C++	≥	60	T	T	T	T	I	F	I	I	T	T	C3:	marks	in	OOAD	≥	60	T	T	T	T	I	I	F	I	T	T	C4:Total	in	three	subjects	≥	220	T	F	T	T	I	I	I	F	T	T	C5:Total	in	Java	&	C++	≥	150	F	T	F	T	I	I	I	F	T	T	C6:Aggregate	marks	>	240	F	F	T	T	I	I	I	I	F	T	A1:	Eligible	for	normal
course	X	X	A2:	Eligible	for	scholarship	course	X	X	A3:	Not	eligible	X	X	X	X	X	X	Test	Case	ID	Java	C++	OOAD	Aggregate	Marks	Expected	Output	1	70	75	60	224	Eligible	for	normal	course	2	75	75	70	220	Eligible	for	normal	course	3	75	74	91	242	Eligible	for	scholarship	course	4	76	77	89	242	Eligible	for	scholarship	course	5	68	78	80	226	Not	eligible	6
78	45	78	201	Not	eligible	7	80	80	50	210	Not	eligible	8	70	72	70	212	Not	eligible	9	75	75	70	220	Eligible	for	normal	course	10	76	80	85	241	Eligible	for	scholarship	course	123l	124	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	4.4.3	EXPANDING	THE	IMMATERIAL	CASES	IN	DECISION	TABLE	Immaterial	cases	(I)	have	been	shown	in	the	decision	table
which	are	don’tcare	conditions.	In	software	engineering,	testing	is	considered	to	be	a	single	phase	operation	performed	only	after	the	development	of	code	wherein	bugs	or	errors	are	removed.	The	internal	logic	of	the	program	is	unknown	to	the	tester.	Testing	Web	based	Systems	17.1	Web-based	System	17.2	Web	Technology	Evolution	17.2.1	First
Generation/	2-tier	Web	system	17.2.2	Modern	3-tier	&	n-tier	architecture	17.3	Differences	between	Traditional	Software	and	Web-based	Software	17.4	Challenges	in	Testing	for	Web-based	Software	17.5	Quality	Aspects	17.6	Web	Engineering	(WebE)	17.6.1	Analysis	and	Design	of	Web-based	systems	17.6.1.1	Conceptual	Modeling	17.6.1.2	Navigation
Modeling	17.6.1.3	Presentation	Modeling	17.6.1.4	Web	Scenarios	Modeling	17.6.1.5	Task	Modeling	17.6.1.6	Configuration	Modeling	17.6.2	Design	Activities	17.6.2.1	Interface	Design	17.6.2.2	Content	Design	17.6.2.3	Architecture	Design	17.6.2.4	Presentation	Design	17.6.2.5	Navigation	design	17.7	Testing	of	Web-Based	Systems	17.7.1	Interface
Testing	17.7.2	Usability	Testing	17.7.3	Content	Testing	17.7.4	Navigation	Testing	17.7.5	Configuration/Compatibility	Testing	17.7.6	Security	Testing	17.7.6.1	Security	Test	Plan	17.7.6.2	Various	Threat	Types	and	their	corresponding	Test	cases	17.7.7	Performance	Testing	17.7.7.1	Performance	Parameters	17.7.7.2	Types	of	Performance	Testing
Summary	PART	VII	TRACKING	THE	BUG	18.	The	Africa	(Public	Contributions-India)	Fund.	(a)	23	(b)	13	(c)	10	(d)	21	4.	Part	VII	(Tracking	the	Bug)	explains	the	process	and	techniques	of	debugging.	The	case	study	provides	the	way	to	learn	the	testing	concepts	and	techniques	in	a	practical	way.	Various	persons	involved	in	test	management	hierarchy
are	discussed.	Income	Chargeable	Under	The	Head	‘Salaries’	The	function	will	calculate	the	difference	of	item	3–item	5.	Some	criteria	should	be	devised	such	that	selected	paths	are	executed	for	maximum	Dynamic	Testing:	White-Box	Testing	Technique	coverage	of	logic.	Amount	of	TDS:	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)
Testing	of	these	entries	can	be	done	with	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods.	If	difference	is	positive,	then	this	amount	is	the	net	tax	to	be	paid	by	the	person,	otherwise	the	amount	is	due	on	the	government	to	be	refunded.	If	the	user	is	not	a	salaried	person,	the	system	will	ask	for	the	source	of	income	in	the	following	screen:	Source	of	Income:
Amount:	Enter	more?	Bookseller	Inventory	#	52536	About	this	title:Synopsis:	BOOKSAbout	the	Author:Dr	Naresh	Chauhan	is	currently	working	as	Assistant	Professor	in	the	Department	of	Computer	Engineering	at	YMCA	Institute	of	Engineering,	Faridabad.A	PhD	from	Maharshi	Dayanand	University,	Rohtak,	he	has	close	to	15	years	of	teaching
experience.14	Dec	Naresh	Chauhan.	Software	Testing	is	specially	developed	to	serve	as	a	text	book	for	the	undergraduate	and	postgraduate	students	of	Computer	Science	Engineering	and	Information	Technology.	The	system	will	accept	personal	details,	income	details,	savings	details	and	calculate	total	salary,	net	tax	payable,	educational	cess,	and
hence	the	total	tax	payable.	Tax	payable	Function	will	sum	up	tax	on	taxable	income,	surcharge,	and	education	cess.	In	fact,	white-box	testing	techniques	are	used	for	testing	the	module	for	initial	stage	testing.	Condition	entry	It	is	a	specific	entry	in	the	table	corresponding	to	input	conditions	mentioned	in	the	condition	stub.	The	entire	design,
structure,	and	code	of	the	software	have	to	be	studied	for	this	type	of	testing.	All	the	amounts	will	be	positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	2	decimal	places.	115l	116	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	2.	Solution	1.	12.	The	complexity	number	of	the	whole	program	is	V	(G	)	=	V	(P	)	+	V	(X	)	+	V	(Y	)	+	V	(Z	)	We	can	also	calculate	the	cyclomatic
complexity	number	of	the	full	program	with	the	first	formula	by	counting	the	number	of	nodes	and	edges	in	all	the	components	of	the	program	collectively	and	then	applying	the	formula	V(G)	=	e	–	n	+	2P	Dynamic	Testing:	White-Box	Testing	Technique	The	complexity	number	derived	collectively	will	be	same	as	calculated	above.	If	the	transition	is
impossible,	then	there	must	be	a	mechanism	that	prevents	that	input	from	occurring	in	that	state.	According	to	this	function,	it	always	holds	that	either	x	or	y	can	be	1,	i.e.	x	and	y	cannot	be	1	simultaneously.	535l	536	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Total	tax	deducted	Displayed	from	the	function	Accept	Tax	Deduction	Details.	An
independent	path	must	move	along	at	least	one	edge	that	has	not	been	traversed	before	the	path	is	defined	[9,28].	per	calendar	year	and	have	been	availing	railway	services	regularly	for	more	than	eight	years	also	get	a	free	round	ticket	around	India.	Quality	here	is	not	a	single-dimensional	entity.	10.	Find	the	number	of	states	as	follows	[9]:	Identify
all	the	component	factors	of	the	state.	Design	test	cases	using	decision	table	testing.	(Y/N)	Income	Tax	Calculatro	SRS	ver	3.0	If	the	person	is	salaried,	the	function	asks	for	the	following	details:	1.	Original	decision	table	shown	till	now	in	the	examples	above	and	the	expanded	table	are	logically	equivalent,	implying	that	the	combinations	of	conditions
result	in	tests	that	exercise	the	same	circumstances.	This	is	the	reason	that	experienced	managers	can	easily	smell	out	errors	as	compared	to	a	novice	tester.	N1N2N23	2.	Age	>	65?	State	table-based	testing	is	a	convenient	method	for	testing	systems	where	states	and	transitions	are	specified.	Black-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax
Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	APD6	C6	Harish	01/07/1984	Normal	behaviour	APD7	C7	Harish	Ab/07/qw12	Date	should	contain	only	digits.	Example	4.11	Consider	Example	4.8	once	again	whose	decision	table	is	shown	below	with	immaterial	cases.	But	cause-effect	graphing	takes	the	help	of	decision	table	to	design	a	test	case.	Based	on	the	control	structure,
a	flow	graph	is	prepared	and	all	the	possible	paths	can	be	covered	and	executed	during	testing.	In	practice,	the	state	is	directly	or	indirectly	recorded	as	a	combination	of	values	of	variables	that	appear	in	the	database.	The	reader	is	advised	to	use	checklists	while	performing	verification	and	use	his/her	intelligence.	It	is	given	by	V(G)	=	d	+	1	141l	142
Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	This	is	also	known	as	Miller’s	theorem.	Software	Testing	Terminology	and	Methodology	2.1	Software	Testing	Terminology	2.1.1	Definitions	2.1.2	Life	Cycle	of	a	Bug	2.1.3	States	of	a	Bug	2.1.4	Why	do	bugs	occur?	Software	Quality	Management	13.1	Software	Quality	13.2	Quality	Types	13.3	Broadening	the
concept	of	Quality	13.4	Quality	Cost	13.5	Benefits	of	Investment	on	Quality	13.6	Quality	Control	13.7	Quality	Assurance	13.8	Quality	management	13.9	QM	and	Project	management	13.10	Quality	factors	13.11	Methods	of	Quality	Management	13.11.1	Procedural	Approach	to	QM	13.11.2	Quantitative	Approach	to	QM	13.12	Software	Quality	Metrics
Summary	14.	An	alternative	way	to	measure	the	length	of	a	path	is	by	the	number	of	nodes	traversed.	ENTRY	Condition	Stub	Rule	1	Rule	2	Rule	3	C1:	Working	hours	>	48	I	F	T	C2:	Holidays	or	Sundays	T	F	F	A1:	Normal	salary	Action	Stub	X	A2:	1.25	of	salary	X	A3:	2.00	of	salary	X	The	immaterial	test	case	in	Rule	1	of	the	above	table	can	be	expanded
by	taking	both	T	and	F	values	of	C1.	But	by	doing	this,	we	increase	the	number	of	arcs	by	1	and	therefore,	the	number	of	independent	paths	(as	a	function	of	the	original	graph)	is	given	by	V(G)	=	e	–	n	+	2	This	is	called	the	cyclomatic	number	of	a	program.	Boundary	value	analysis	and	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods	do	not	consider	_______.
4.4.1	FORMATION	OF	DECISION	TABLE	A	decision	table	is	formed	with	the	following	components	(see	Table	4.3):	Table	4.3	Decision	table	structure	Action	Stub	Condition	Stub	ENTRY	Rule	1	Rule	2	Rule	3	Rule	4	C1	True	True	False	I	C2	False	True	False	True	C3	True	True	True	I	A1	A2	A3	…	X	X	X	X	Condition	stub	It	is	a	list	of	input	conditions	for
which	the	complex	combination	is	made.	The	test	cases	are	designed	as:	Test	case	1:	x	=	y	Test	case	2:	x	!=	y	Test	case	3:	x	<	y	Test	case	4:	x	>	y	Condition	Coverage	Condition	coverage	states	that	each	condition	in	a	decision	takes	on	all	possible	outcomes	at	least	once.	Define	rules	by	indicating	what	action	occurs	for	a	set	of	conditions.	4.6.	E1	C1
C2	E4	C3	E2	C4	E	R	C5	C6	C7	E3	R	C8	Figure	4.6	Cause-effect	graph	for	Example	4.12	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	Now	this	graph	is	converted	into	a	limited	entry	decision	table	as	shown	below.	If	there	are	k	rules	over	n	binary	conditions,	there	are	at	least	k	test	cases	and	at	the	most	2n	test	cases.	The	box	at	the	intersection	of
a	row	and	a	column	specifies	the	next	state	(transition)	and	the	output,	if	any.	The	executable	application	can	be	directly	taken	from	the	CD.	(ii)	For	calculation	of	roots,	division	is	by	zero.	Tax	payable	The	function	will	sum	up	the	tax	on	taxable	income,	surcharge,	and	education	cess.	(ii)	For	orders	of	more	than	Rs	50,000,	agents	get	a	discount	of
15%	and	the	retailer	gets	a	discount	of	10%.	4.	It	requires	sufficient	test	cases	such	that	each	condition	in	a	decision	takes	on	all	possible	outcomes	at	least	once,	each	decision	takes	on	all	possible	outcomes	at	least	once,	and	each	point	of	entry	is	invoked	at	least	once	[2].	516	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Donations	with	100%	rebate
The	Prime	Minister’s	National	Relief	Fund.	Verification	and	Validation	3.1	Verification	and	Validation	Activities	3.2	Verification	3.2.1	Verification	Activities	3.3	Verification	of	Requirements	3.3.1	Verification	of	Objectives	3.3.2	How	to	verify	Requirements	and	Objectives	3.4	Verification	of	High	level	Design	3.4.1	How	to	verify	High	level	Design?	Any	of
these	can	help	to	expose	the	errors.	One	who	cultivates	an	optimistic	outlook	by	displaying	an	equipoise	taking	prosperity	as	well	as	adversity	in	his	stride	and	steadily	ventures	forth	on	a	constructive	course	is	called	a	sthir	pragna.	It	does	not	consider	the	logics	of	the	program	and	how	it	has	been	developed.	Analyse	the	state	table	for	its
completeness	5.	Gross	Total	Income:	Displayed	by	the	system	Savings	&	Donations	Details	Screen	The	saving	detail	screen	is	displayed	wherein	the	user	can	enter	his	various	details	as	given	below:	Saving	Type:	(3	to	20	alphabets	with	spaces)	Deductible	amount:	Enter	more?	Source	of	Income:	(3	to	20	alphabets	with	spaces)	Amount:	(positive	real
numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	These	two	entries	can	be	tested	with	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods.	Each	column	corresponds	to	an	input	condition.	The	technique	is	based	on	the	control	structure	of	the	program.	∑	A	program	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	along	with	its	description	in	the	form	of	a	case	study	that	illustrates	all	the
steps	of	the	software	testing	process.	We	can	see	that	test	case	3	and	4	are	sufficient	to	execute	all	the	statements	in	the	code.	It	is	obvious	that	the	developer	is	very	close	to	this	type	of	testing.	x	y	I	z	One	and	Only	One	It	states	that	one	and	only	one	of	x	and	y	must	be	1.	Process	Metrics	10.3.2	Objective	vs.	If	yes,	then	the	whole	amount	will	be
deducted	from	the	taxable	income.	The	following	test	cases	are	designed:	Test	case	1:	I	£	5,	J	<	COUNT	Test	case	2:	I	<	5,	J	>	COUNT	Decision/condition	Coverage	Condition	coverage	in	a	decision	does	not	mean	that	the	decision	has	been	covered.	Every	input	state	combination	must	have	a	specified	transition.	The	intention	is	to	test	this	logic	so	that
required	results	or	functionalities	can	be	achieved.	x	Identity	y	NOT	This	function	states	that	if	x	is	1,	y	is	0;	else	y	is	1.	For	example,	if	there	are	n	different	input	conditions,	such	that	a	combination	is	valid,	we	will	have	2n	test	cases.	Path	testing	requires	complete	knowledge	of	the	program’s	structure.	3.4.4.1	Verification	of	Data	Design	3.4.1.2
Verification	of	Architectural	Design	3.4.1.3	Verification	of	User	Interface	Design	3.5	Verification	of	Low	level	Design	3.5.1	How	to	verify	Low	level	Design?	We	assume	that	a	k-way	decision	point	contributes	for	k	−	1	choice	points.	Allowance	to	the	extent	exempt	under	section	10	Enter	more?	Decision	table	is	another	useful	method	to	represent	the
information	in	a	tabular	method.	15	valid	characters	A–Z,	a–z,	space)	Employee	ID	(10	characters)	Designation	(up	to	20	characters)	Design	test	cases	for	this	program	using	BVC,	robust	testing,	and	worst-case	testing	methods.	Introduction	to	Effective	Software	Testing	1.1	Introduction	1.2	Evolution	of	Software	Testing	1.3	Software	Testing	Myths
1.4	Goals	of	Software	Testing	1.5	Psychology	for	Software	Testing	1.6	Software	Testing	Definitions	1.7	Model	for	Software	Testing	1.8	Effective	Software	Testing	vs	Exhaustive	Software	Testing	1.9	Effective	Testing	is	hard	1.10	Software	Testing	as	a	Process	1.11	Schools	of	Software	Testing	1.12	Software	Failure	Case	Studies	Summary	2.	When	we
enter	TRUE	or	FALSE	119l	120	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	for	all	input	conditions	for	a	particular	combination,	then	it	is	called	a	Rule.	(a)	k+2,	2n+2	(b)	k+3,	2n+3	(c)	k,	2n	(d)	None	of	the	above	11.	For	this,	Exclusive	function	is	used.	8.7.2	Regression	Testing	Problem	8.8	Regression	Testing	Techniques	8.8.1	Selective	Retest
Techniques	8.8.1.1	Strategy	for	Test	Case	Selection	8.8.1.2	Selection	Criteria	Based	on	Code	8.8.1.3	Regression	Test	selection	Techniques	8.8.1.4	Evaluating	Regression	Test	Selection	Techniques	8.8.2	Regression	Test	Prioritization	8.9	Benefits	of	Regression	Testing	Summary	PART	III	MANAGING	THE	TEST	PROCESS	9.	Functional	Requirements
Accept	personal	details	Accept	income	details	Accept	savings	and	donations	details	User	Accept	tax	deduction	details	Generate	tax	payable	details	Accept	Personal	Details	The	function	will	accept	the	following	details	to	be	entered	by	user.	Chapter	4	covers	test	case	design	techniques	using	black-box	testing	including	boundary	value	analysis,
equivalence	class	partitioning	method,	state	table	based	testing,	decision	table	based	testing,	and	cause-effect	graphing	technique.	Cyclomatic	complexity	number	can	be	derived	through	any	of	the	following	three	formulae	1.	Tax	payable/refundable	The	function	will	find	difference	of	tax	payable	and	total	tax	deducted.	The	word	should	be	consisting.
The	user	will	look	for	the	option	provided	and	inform	the	system	whether	the	donation	lies	in	that	list.	Multiple	condition	coverage	In	case	of	multiple	conditions,	even	decision/	condition	coverage	fails	to	exercise	all	outcomes	of	all	conditions.	The	details	of	the	various	modules	have	been	reproduced	to	understand	the	functionality	of	the	module	and
later,	the	black-box	test	cases	of	modules	have	been	given.	Balance	This	function	will	calculate	the	difference	of	the	gross	salary	and	the	exempted	allowances.	N1N2	N3	N4	N5	N6	N7	N8	N10	N12	N14	N4	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	5.	Total	Tax	deducted	Displayed	from	the	function	Accept	Tax	Deduction	Details.	Apart	from	the	above-mentioned	features,
the	book	follows	the	following	methodology	in	defining	key	concepts	in	software	testing:	∑	Emphasis	on	software	testing	as	a	systematic	process	∑	Effective	testing	concepts	rather	than	exhaustive	complete	testing	∑	A	testing	strategy	with	a	complete	roadmap	has	been	developed	that	shows	which	software	testing	technique	with	how	much	risk
assessment	should	be	adopted	at	which	phase	of	SDLC	∑	Testing	models	∑	Verification	and	validation	as	the	major	components	of	software	testing	process.	Basis	path	testing	is	the	technique	of	selecting	the	paths	that	provide	a	basis	set	of	execution	paths	through	the	program.	The	classes	are:	C1	=	{3	£	Saving	Type	£	20}	C2	=	{Saving	Type	<	3}
C3	=	{Saving	Type	>	20}	C4	=	{Saving	Type:	Blank}	C5	=	{Deductible	amount:	positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places}	C6	=	{Deductible	amount:	negative	number	or	characters	other	than	digit}	C7	=	{Deductible	amount:	Blank	}	After	preparing	the	classes,	one	test	case	per	class	should	be	designed	as	given	below:	Test	Case	ID
ASD1	ASD2	ASD3	ASD4	ASD5	ASD6	Class	covered	C1	C2	C3	C4	C5	C6	Saving	Type	LIC	MF	National	saving	certificate	Deductible	Amount	LIC	LIC	2000.00	Rs	23000.00	ASD7	C7	LIC	Expected	Output	Normal	behaviour	Entry	too	short	Entry	too	long	Please	enter	the	saving	type	Normal	behaviour	Please	enter	the	positive	real	numbers	only	Please
enter	amount	Accept	Tax	Deduction	Details	(ATD)	If	the	person	is	salaried,	then	this	function	will	accept	the	details	if	tax	deducted	by	the	employer	during	the	year	is	in	the	following	format:	Amount	of	tax	deposited	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	Date	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Challan	Number	(5	to	20	characters)	Black-Box	Testing
on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	The	above	details	may	be	entered	multiple	times.	Thus,	white-box	testing	is	not	an	alternative	but	an	essential	stage.	Computed	Metrics	10.3.4	Private	vs.	Thus,	as	in	decision/condition	coverage,	all	possible	combinations	of	multiple	conditions	should	be	considered.	Interpret	action	stubs	as	the
expected	output	for	the	test	case.	Naresh	Chauhan.	Chapter	11	explains	how	software	metrics	assist	in	monitoring	and	controlling	different	testing	activities.	„	Designation	(if	salaried)	(3	to	15	alphabets)	„	Name	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	25	alphabets	with	spaces)	„	Address	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	30	characters)	„	PAN	number	(10
characters	consisting	alphabets	and	digits	0–9)	„	TDS	circle	where	annual	return/statement	under	section	206	is	to	be	filed	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces)	„	Period:	From	(dd/mm/yyyy)	„	To	(dd/mm/yyyy)	„	Assessment	year	(yyyy-yy)	This	module	will	be	tested	with	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods.	5.3.2	FLOW	GRAPH	NOTATIONS	FOR
DIFFERENT	PROGRAMMING	CONSTRUCTS	Since	a	flow	graph	is	prepared	on	the	basis	of	control	structure	of	a	program,	some	fundamental	graphical	notations	are	shown	here	(see	Fig.	Similarly,	if	an	OR	condition	is	True,	none	of	the	subsequent	conditions	will	be	evaluated.	It	is	not	clear	whether	the	user	can	make	a	wrong	entry	and	move	ahead
to	the	next	entry	or	he	cannot	move	ahead	until	he	enters	a	correct	entry.	Chapter	3	explains	how	verification	and	validation,	a	part	of	testing	strategy,	are	performed	at	various	phases	of	SDLC.	What	will	happen	when	the	input	list	is	empty?	The	present	scenario	requires	software	testing	to	be	acknowledged	as	a	separate	discipline	from	software
engineering.	5.3.1	CONTROL	FLOW	GRAPH	The	control	flow	graph	is	a	graphical	representation	of	control	structure	of	a	program.	Errors	which	have	come	from	the	design	phase	will	also	be	reflected	in	the	code,	therefore	we	must	execute	white-box	test	cases	for	verification	of	code	(unit	verification).	In	these	situations,	error	guessing	is	an	ad	hoc
approach,	based	on	intuition,	experience,	knowledge	of	project,	and	bug	history.	So	test	cases	must	be	designed	such	that	both	outcomes	for	while	and	if	statements	are	tested.	‘Error	guessing	is	an	ad	hoc	approach	for	testing.’	Comment	on	this	statement.	4	Agriculture	0	1,	2,	3,	4	Amount	cannot	be	less	than	or	equal	to	0	1,	2,	3,	5,	7	555l	556
Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	DATA	FLOW	TESTING	ON	income_details_non_sal()	Definition	Nodes	and	Usage	Nodes	Variable	Defined	At	Used	At	source	1’,	6	7,	9,	20,	44	amount	29	30,	45,	46	total	2’,	46	46,	52	flag1	3’,	11,	16,	23,	49	3	flag2	3’,	32,	37,	50	26	i	7	7,	9,	15	income_ch	4’,	48	1	du	and	dc	paths	Variable	source	amount	total
flag1	du	Path(beg-end)	dc?	Sex	(M/F	one	alphabet	only)	Salaried	or	not	(Y/N	one	alphabet	only)	527l	528	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	„	Designation	(if	Salaried)	(3	to	15	alphabets)	„	Name	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	25	alphabets	with	spaces)	„	Address	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	30	characters)	„	PAN	number	(10	characters
including	alphabets	and	digits	0-9)	Including	means	any	character	can	be	entered.	However,	every	statement	inside	the	loop	is	not	executed.	This	chapter	discusses	black-box	testing	techniques.	In	our	life,	both	joys	and	sorrows	are	fleeting.	12.2	Minimizing	the	test	suite	and	its	benefits	12.3	Defining	the	Test	Suite	Minimization	Problem	12.4	Test
Suite	Prioritization	12.5	Types	of	Test	case	Prioritization	12.6	Prioritization	Techniques	12.6.1	Coverage	based	Test	Case	Prioritization	12.6.1.1Total	Statement	Coverage	Prioritization	12.6.1.2	Additional	Statement	Coverage	Prioritization	12.6.1.3	Total	Branch	Coverage	Prioritization	12.6.1.4	Additional	Branch	Coverage	Prioritization	12.6.1.5	Total
Fault-Exposing-Potential	(FEP)	Prioritization	12.6.2	Risk	based	Prioritization	12.6.3	Prioritization	based	on	Operational	Profiles	12.6.4	Prioritization	using	Relevant	Slices	12.6.4.1	Execution	Slice	12.6.4.2	Dynamic	Slice	12.6.4.3	Relevant	Slice	12.6.5	Prioritization	based	on	Requirements	12.7	Measuring	Effectiveness	of	Prioritized	Test	Suite	Summary
PART	IV	QUALITY	MANAGEMENT	13.	N1N2	N3	N4	N15	N16	N17	N19	N20	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	8.	Part	IV	(Quality	Management)	covers	software	quality	issues	with	some	standards	along	with	testing	process	maturity	models.	Sometimes	it	is	used	to	test	some	special	cases.	When	the	state	graph	represents	an	explicit	state	table	implementation,
this	value	is	encoded	so	that	bugs	in	the	number	of	states	are	less	likely;	but	the	encoding	can	be	wrong.	It	shows	the	events	or	circumstances	that	cause	or	result	from	a	change	from	one	state	to	another	[21].	Home	Books	Textbooks	Computer	Science	Software	Testing	To	find	more	books	about	naresh	chauhan	software	testing,	you	can	use	related
keywords	:	Software	Testing	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Ppt,	Naresh	Chauhan	Software	Testing	Pdf,	Software	Testing	By	Naresh	Chauhan	In	Pdf,	Software	Testing	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Pdf,	naresh	chauhan	software	testing,	Software	Testing	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Pdf	Download,	Naresh	Chauhan(software	Testing)	Book	Pdf,	Software	Testing	By	Naresh
Chauhan	Ebook,	Software	Testing	Naresh	Chauhan	Torrent,	Software	Testing	Methodologies	Pdf	By	Naresh	Chauhan	This	second	edition	of	Software	Testing	serves	as	a	textbook	for	students	of	computer	science,	information	technology,	and	computer	applications.	The	test	planning	viii	Preface	for	various	verification	and	validation	activities	are	also
discussed	along	with	the	test	result	specifications.	Then	test	cases	can	be	designed	according	to	this	basis	set.	In	a	decision	table,	when	we	enter	TRUE	or	FALSE	for	all	input	conditions	for	a	particular	combination,	then	it	is	called	a	Rule.	Considering	test	case	2,	the	loop	is	also	executed.	This	testing	is	also	known	as	structural	or	development
testing.	How	are	the	savings	considered	in	calculating	the	net	tax?	Equivalence	class	partitioning	is	a	method	for	deriving	test	cases,	wherein	classes	of	input	conditions	called	equivalence	classes	are	identified	such	that	each	member	of	the	class	causes	the	same	kind	of	processing	and	output	to	occur.	Edges	or	links	They	represent	the	flow	of	control
in	a	program.	Buy	New	Price:	US$	37.50	Convert	Currency	Shipping:	US$	23.84	From	India	to	U.S.A.	Destination,	rates	&	speeds	Add	to	basket	verified_user30	Day	Return	Policy	To	find	more	books	about	software	testing	principles	and	practices	naresh	chauhan,	you	can	use	related	keywords	:	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	By	Naresh
Chauhan	Pdf,	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	Naresh	Chauhan	Pdf,	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	Naresh	Chauhan	.pdf,	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Ppt,	software	testing	principles	and	practices	naresh	chauhan,	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	Naresh	Chauhan	Oxford	Pdf	,	Software
Testing	Principles	And	Practices	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Ebook,	Software	Testing,	Principles	And	Practices,	Naresh	Chauhan,	Oxford	Pdf,	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	Naresh	Chauhan	Pdf	Online,	Software	Testing	Principles	And	Practices	By	Naresh	Chauhan	Pdf	Download	We're	sorry;	this	specific	copy	is	no	longer	available.	Decision
tables	obtain	their	power	from	logical	expressions.	Part	V	(Test	Automation)	discusses	the	need	of	testing	and	provides	an	introduction	to	testing	tools.	Chapter	13	discusses	various	terminologies,	issues,	and	standards	related	to	software	quality	management	to	produce	high	quality	software.	All	the	major	white-box	testing	techniques	have	been
applied	on	this	source	code.	Example	4.8	A	program	calculates	the	total	salary	of	an	employee	with	the	conditions	that	if	the	working	hours	are	less	than	or	equal	to	48,	then	give	normal	salary.	Tax	on	taxable	income	Function	will	calculate	this	using	the	appropriate	slab	of	user	as	given	above.	The	system	will	accept	personal	details,	income	details,
savings	details,	and	calculate	total	salary,	net	tax	payable,	educational	cess,	and	hence	total	tax	payable.	Therefore,	even	after	learning	many	things	about	software	engineering,	there	are	still	some	questions	and	misconceptions	regarding	the	testing	process	which	need	to	be	known,	such	as	the	following:	∑	When	should	testing	begin?	Decision	node
A	node	with	more	than	one	arrow	leaving	it	is	called	a	decision	node.	Its	purpose	is	to	depict	the	states	that	a	system	or	its	components	can	assume.	Thus,	independent	paths	are	prepared	according	to	the	upper	limit	of	the	cyclomatic	number.	Accept	Savings	&	Donations	Details	(ASD)	The	function	will	ask	the	user	to	enter	the	total	savings	and	the
donations	in	the	following	format.	Functional	Requirements	Accept	personal	details	Accept	income	details	Accept	savings	and	donations	details	User	Accept	tax	deduction	details	Generate	tax	payable	details	Accept	Personal	Details	(APD)	The	function	will	accept	the	following	details	to	be	entered	by	the	user.	1’–7	No	1’–9	No	1’–20	No	1’–44	No	6–7
Yes	6–9	Yes	6–20	Yes	6–44	Yes	29–30	Yes	29–45	Yes	29–46	Yes	2’–46	Yes	2’–52	No	46–46	Yes	46–52	Yes	3’–3	Yes	11–3	No	16-3	No	23–3	Yes	49–3	Yes	White-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	flag2	i	income_ch	3’–26	Yes	32–26	Yes	37–26	Yes	50–26	Yes	7–7	Yes	7–9	Yes	7–15	Yes	4’–1	Yes	48–1	Yes	BASIS	PATH	TESTING	ON
income_details_sal()	Source	code	of	income_details_sal()	double	income_details_sal()	{	1’	2’	3’	4’	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	float	t_d,	d1,	d2,	sal1,	sal2,	sal3,	t_sal,	sal_all,	sal_all_tot=0,	ei,	t_ei=0,	net_t_sal=0,	bal;	char	sal_ch=‘y’,ei_ch=‘y’;	int	f1=1,f2=1,f3=1,f4=1;	double	gross;	while(f2==1)	{	printf(“1.\tGROSS	SALARY\t:”);	printf(“\ta)
Salary	as	per	the	provisions	contained	in	the	section	17(1)\t:”);	scanf(“%f”,&sal1);	printf(“\tb)	Value	of	the	perquisites	under	section	17(2)(As	per	form	number	12BA	,	wherever	applicable	)\t:”);	scanf(“%f”,&sal2);	printf(“\tc)	Profits	in	lieu	of	salary	under	section	17(3)(As	per	form	number	12BA	,	wherever	applicable	)\t:”);	scanf(“%f”,&sal3);	if((sal1	C}
I2	=	{	:	B	>	A,	B	>	C}	I3	=	{	:	C	>	A,	C	>	B}	I4	=	{	:	A	=	B,	A	≠	C}	I5	=	{	:	B	=	C,	A	≠	B}	I6	=	{	:	A	=	C,	C	≠	B}	I7	=	{	:	A	=	B	=	C}	Test	case	ID	A	B	C	Expected	Result	Classes	Covered	by	the	test	case	1	25	13	13	A	is	greatest	I1,	I5	2	25	40	25	B	is	greatest	I2,	I6	3	24	24	37	C	is	greatest	I3,	I4	4	25	25	25	All	three	are	equal	I7	Example	4.6	A	program
determines	the	next	date	in	the	calendar.	519l	520	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Step	4	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	A	system	is	proposed	to	calculate	the	income	tax	of	a	person	residing	in	India	provided	his	income,	savings,	status,	and	donations	are	known.	When	the	condition	entry	takes	only	two	values—TRUE	or	FALSE,	then	it
is	called	Limited	Entry	Decision	Table.	Consider	a	system	having	an	FSM	for	a	stack	having	the	following	states	and	transitions:	States	Initial:	Before	creation	Empty:	Number	of	elements	=	0	Holding:	Number	of	elements	>	0,	but	less	than	the	maximum	capacity	Full:	Number	elements	=	maximum	Final:	After	destruction	133l	134	Software	Testing:
Principles	and	Practices	Transitions	Initial	to	Empty:	Create	Empty	to	Holding,	Empty	to	Full,	Holding	to	Holding,	Holding	to	Full:	Add	Empty	to	Final,	Full	to	Final,	Holding	to	Final:	Destroy	Holding	to	Empty,	Full	to	Holding,	Full	to	Empty:	Delete	Design	test	cases	for	this	FSM	using	state	table-based	testing.	Therefore,	it	must	be	further	divided	into
equivalence	classes	as	shown	below:	O51	=	{:	Invalid	Angle,	if	Angle	<	0}	O52	=	{:	Invalid	Angle,	if	Angle	>	360}	Now	the	test	cases	can	be	designed	from	the	above	derived	classes	as	shown	below:	Test	Case	ID	1	2	3	4	5	6	Angle	50	135	250	320	370	–1	Expected	results	I	Quadrant	II	Quadrant	III	Quadrant	IV	Quadrant	Invalid	angle	Invalid	angle
Classes	covered	by	the	test	case	O1	O2	O3	O4	O51	O52	4.3	STATE	TABLE-BASED	TESTING	Tables	are	useful	tools	for	representing	and	documenting	many	types	of	information	relating	to	test	case	design.	For	donations,	it	provides	a	list	of	categories	in	which	100%	rebate	is	provided.	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	525l	Step	5
Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	is	presented	here.	The	state	table	for	task	states	is	given	in	Table	4.1.	Table	4.1	State	table	State\Input	Event	Admit	Dispatch	Interrupt	New	Ready/	T1	New	/	T0	New	/	T0	I/O	or	Event	I/O	or	Event	Wait	Wait	Over	Exit	New	/	T0	New	/	T0	New	/	T0
Ready	/	T1	Ready	/	T1	Ready	/	T1	Running	Running/T2	Running/	T2	Ready	/	T3	Waiting/	T4	Running/	T2	Terminated/T6	Waiting	Waiting/T4	Ready	/	T5	Waiting	/	T4	Ready	Ready/	T1	Running/	T2	Ready	/	T1	Waiting	/	T4	Waiting/T4	Waiting	/	T4	The	highlighted	cells	of	the	table	are	valid	inputs	causing	a	change	of	state.	Therefore,	state	graphs	are
converted	into	tabular	form	for	convenience	sake,	which	are	known	as	state	tables.	How	do	you	expand	immaterial	test	cases	in	decision	table	testing?	Cause-effect	graphing	is	the	technique	to	represent	combinations	of	input	conditions.	The	expanded	decision	table	is	shown	below:	ENTRY	Rule	1-1	Rule	1-2	Rule	2	C1:	Working	hours	>	48	F	T	F
Condition	Stub	C2:	Holidays	or	Sundays	T	T	F	Action	Stub	A1:	Normal	salary	A2:	1.25	of	salary	A3:	2.00	of	salary	Rule	3	T	F	X	X	X	X	The	test	cases	derived	from	the	expanded	decision	table	are	given	below:	Test	Case	ID	Working	Hour	Day	Expected	Result	1	2	3	4	48	50	52	30	Monday	Tuesday	Sunday	Sunday	Normal	salary	1.25	of	salary	2.00	of	salary
2.00	of	salary	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	4.5	CAUSE-EFFECT	GRAPHING	BASED	TESTING	As	said	earlier,	boundary	value	analysis	and	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods	do	not	consider	combinations	of	input	conditions.	Ambiguities	are	impossible	because	the	program	will	do	something	for	every	input.	Accept	Tax
Deduction	Details	If	the	person	is	salaried,	then	this	function	will	accept	the	details	if	tax	deducted	by	the	employer	during	the	year	in	the	following	format:	„	Amount	of	tax	deposited	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	„	Date	(dd/mm/yyyy)	„	Challan	Number	(5	to	20	characters)	The	above	details	may	be	entered	multiple	times.
Income	Tax	Calculatro	SRS	ver	3.0	531l	Step	6	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	A	system	is	proposed	to	calculate	the	income	tax	of	a	person	residing	in	India	provided	his	income,	savings,	status,	and	donations	are	known.	The	following	test	cases	can	be	there:	Test	case	1:	A	=	True,	B	=	True	Test	case	2:	A	=	True,	B	=	False	Test	case	3:	A	=	False,
B	=	True	Test	case	4:	A	=	False,	B	=	False	5.3	BASIS	PATH	TESTING	Basis	path	testing	is	the	oldest	structural	testing	technique.	You’ll	need	your.	This	method	has	some	analytical	and	theoretical	benefits.	This	is	the	cause-effect	graph.	Who	will	interface	with	the	system?	One	way	to	consider	all	valid	combinations	of	input	conditions	is	to	consider	all
valid	combinations	of	the	equivalence	classes	of	input	conditions.	As	an	example,	the	state	could	be	composed	of	the	values	of	a	counter	whose	possible	values	ranged	from	0	to	9,	combined	with	the	setting	of	two	bit	flags,	leading	to	a	total	of	2	×	2	×	10	=	40	states.	Regions	Areas	bounded	by	edges	and	nodes	are	called	regions.	index	=	2;	4.	Using
the	above	notations,	a	flow	graph	can	be	constructed.	The	above	rules	do	not	apply	to	the	furniture	items	wherein	a	flat	rate	of	10%	discount	is	admissible	to	all	customers	irrespective	of	the	value	of	the	order.	x	O	y	Requires	It	states	that	for	x	to	be	1,	y	must	be	1,	i.e.	it	is	impossible	for	x	to	be	1	and	y	to	be	0.	Identify	the	states	The	number	of	states
in	a	state	graph	is	the	number	of	states	we	choose	to	recognize	or	model.	There	are	two	files:	TaxCalculator.c	and	Taxcalculator.h.	The	readers	can	get	these	files	directly	from	the	CD	and	use	and	modify	them	the	way	they	want.	N1N2	N3	N4	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	3.	The	following	conditions	are	there	for	calculating	the	appropriate	tax	slab	of	a
person:	Is	Sex	Male?	The	book	then	delves	into	the	various	stages	of	the	testing	process	life	cycle	such	as	test	process	management,	testing	metrics,	efficient	test	suite	management,	debugging,	and	quality	management.	x	R	y	Mask	It	states	that	if	x	is	1,	y	is	forced	to	0.	Name	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces	in	between)	Date	of	Birth	(dd/mm/yyyy)
Permanent	address	(3	to	30	characters)	The	allowed	characters	are	alphabets,	digits,	spaces,	and	commas	only.	A	path	may	go	through	several	junctions,	processes,	or	decisions,	one	or	more	times.	Please	note	that	the	prescribed	authority	in	case	of	a	university	or	a	non-technical	institution	of	national	eminence	is	the	Director-General	(Income-Tac
exemption)	in	concurrence	with	the	Secretary,	UGC.	Transformation	of	specification	into	a	cause-effect	graph	Based	on	the	analysis	of	the	specification,	it	is	transformed	into	a	Boolean	graph	linking	the	causes	and	effects.	Whatever	is	being	modeled	is	subjected	to	inputs.	5.	For	this	purpose,	a	case	study	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	application	has	been
taken.	The	smallest	segment	is	a	link,	that	is,	a	single	process	that	lies	between	two	nodes	(e.g.,	junction-process-junction,	junctionprocess-decision,	decision-process-junction,	decision-process-decision).	So	the	rules	in	the	table	can	be	expanded.	A	direct	connection	between	two	nodes,	as	in	an	unconditional	GOTO,	is	also	called	a	process	by
convention,	even	though	no	actual	processing	takes	place.	Segment	Paths	consist	of	segments.	The	test	cases	can	be	executed	on	the	implemented	executable	application.	V(G)	=	number	of	regions	in	the	graph	Calculating	the	number	of	decision	nodes	for	Switch-Case/Multiple	If-Else	When	a	decision	node	has	exactly	two	arrows	leaving	it,	then	we
count	it	as	a	single	decision	node.	So,	now	we	will	test	this	field	with	the	following	specifications:	1	£	mm	£	12	1£	dd	£	31	2009	£	yyyy	£	2099	545l	546	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Test	Cases	Using	BVC	Min	value	Min+	value	Max	value	Max–	value	Nominal	value	Month	1	2	12	11	6	Day	1	2	31	30	15	Year	2009	2010	2099	2098	2060
Using	these	values,	test	cases	can	be	designed	as	shown	below:	Test	Case	ID	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	Month	1	2	11	12	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	Day	15	15	15	15	1	2	30	31	15	15	15	15	15	Year	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2009	2010	2098	2099	2060	Expected	Output	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal
behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Invalid	input	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Test	Cases	Using	Robust	Testing	Min–	value	Min	value	Min+	value	Max	value	Max–	value	Max+	value	Nominal	value	Month	0	1	Day	0	1	Year	2008	2009	2	12	11	13	6	2	31	30	32
15	2010	2099	2098	3000	2060	Using	these	values,	test	cases	can	be	designed	as	shown	below:	Test	Case	ID	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	Month	0	1	2	11	12	13	6	6	Day	15	15	15	15	15	15	0	1	Year	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	2060	Expected	Output	Invalid	date	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Invalid	date	Invalid
date	Normal	behaviour	Black-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	17	18	19	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	6	2	30	31	32	15	15	15	15	15	15	15	2060	2060	2060	2060	2008	2009	2010	2098	2099	3000	2060	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Invalid	input	Invalid	date	Invalid	date	Normal	behaviour	Normal
behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Invalid	date	Normal	behaviour	Test	Cases	Using	Worst	Case	Testing	Min	value	Min+	value	Max	value	Max–	value	Nominal	value	Month	1	2	12	11	6	Day	1	2	31	30	15	Year	2009	2010	2099	2098	2060	Using	these	values,	test	cases	can	be	designed	as	shown	below:	Test	Case	ID	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12
13	14	15	16	17	18	19	20	21	22	Month	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	Day	1	1	1	1	1	2	2	2	2	2	15	15	15	15	15	30	30	30	30	30	31	31	Year	2009	2010	2060	2098	2099	2009	2010	2060	2098	2099	2009	2010	2060	2098	2099	2009	2010	2060	2098	2099	2009	2010	Expected	Output	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal
behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	547l
548	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	23	1	31	2060	Normal	behaviour	24	1	31	2098	Normal	behaviour	25	1	31	2099	Normal	behaviour	26	2	1	2009	Normal	behaviour	27	2	1	2010	Normal	behaviour	28	2	1	2060	Normal	behaviour	29	2	1	2098	Normal	behaviour	30	2	1	2099	Normal	behaviour	31	2	2	2009	Normal	behaviour	32	2	2	2010	Normal
behaviour	33	2	2	2060	Normal	behaviour	34	2	2	2098	Normal	behaviour	35	2	2	2099	Normal	behaviour	36	2	15	2009	Normal	behaviour	37	2	15	2010	Normal	behaviour	38	2	15	2060	Normal	behaviour	39	2	15	2098	Normal	behaviour	40	2	15	2099	Normal	behaviour	41	2	30	2009	Invalid	date	42	2	30	2010	Invalid	date	43	2	30	2060	Invalid	date	44	2	30
2098	Invalid	date	45	2	30	2099	Invalid	date	46	2	31	2009	Invalid	date	47	2	31	2010	Invalid	date	48	2	31	2060	Invalid	date	49	2	31	2098	Invalid	date	50	2	31	2099	Invalid	date	51	6	1	2009	Normal	behaviour	52	6	1	2010	Normal	behaviour	53	6	1	2060	Normal	behaviour	54	6	1	2098	Normal	behaviour	55	6	1	2099	Normal	behaviour	56	6	2	2009	Normal



behaviour	57	6	2	2010	Normal	behaviour	58	6	2	2060	Normal	behaviour	59	6	2	2098	Normal	behaviour	60	6	2	2099	Normal	behaviour	61	6	15	2009	Normal	behaviour	62	6	15	2010	Normal	behaviour	63	6	15	2060	Normal	behaviour	64	6	15	2098	Normal	behaviour	65	6	15	2099	Normal	behaviour	Black-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax
Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	66	6	30	2009	Normal	behaviour	67	6	30	2010	Normal	behaviour	68	6	30	2060	Normal	behaviour	69	6	30	2098	Normal	behaviour	70	6	30	2099	Normal	behaviour	71	6	31	2009	Invalid	date	72	6	31	2010	Invalid	date	73	6	31	2060	Invalid	date	74	6	31	2098	Invalid	date	75	6	31	2099	Invalid	date	76	11	1	2009	Normal	behaviour	77
11	1	2010	Normal	behaviour	78	11	1	2060	Normal	behaviour	79	11	1	2098	Normal	behaviour	80	11	1	2099	Normal	behaviour	81	11	2	2009	Normal	behaviour	82	11	2	2010	Normal	behaviour	83	11	2	2060	Normal	behaviour	84	11	2	2098	Normal	behaviour	85	11	2	2099	Normal	behaviour	86	11	15	2009	Normal	behaviour	87	11	15	2010	Normal
behaviour	88	11	15	2060	Normal	behaviour	89	11	15	2098	Normal	behaviour	90	11	15	2099	Normal	behaviour	91	11	30	2009	Normal	behaviour	92	11	30	2010	Normal	behaviour	93	11	30	2060	Normal	behaviour	94	11	30	2098	Normal	behaviour	95	11	30	2099	Normal	behaviour	96	11	31	2009	Invalid	date	97	11	31	2010	Invalid	date	98	11	31	2060
Invalid	date	Invalid	date	99	11	31	2098	100	11	31	2099	Invalid	date	101	12	1	2009	Normal	behaviour	102	12	1	2010	Normal	behaviour	103	12	1	2060	Normal	behaviour	104	12	1	2098	Normal	behaviour	105	12	1	2099	Normal	behaviour	106	12	2	2009	Normal	behaviour	107	12	2	2010	Normal	behaviour	549l	550	Software	Testing:	Principles	and
Practices	108	12	2	2060	Normal	behaviour	109	12	2	2098	Normal	behaviour	110	12	2	2099	Normal	behaviour	111	12	15	2009	Normal	behaviour	112	12	15	2010	Normal	behaviour	113	12	15	2060	Normal	behaviour	114	12	15	2098	Normal	behaviour	115	12	15	2099	Normal	behaviour	116	12	30	2009	Normal	behaviour	117	12	30	2010	Normal
behaviour	118	12	30	2060	Normal	behaviour	119	12	30	2098	Normal	behaviour	120	12	30	2099	Normal	behaviour	121	12	31	2009	Normal	behaviour	122	12	31	2010	Normal	behaviour	Normal	behaviour	123	12	31	2060	124	12	31	2098	Normal	behaviour	125	12	31	2099	Normal	behaviour	Generate	Tax	Payable	Details	This	function	calculates	the	tax
payable	by	the	person	in	the	following	format:	Taxable	income	The	function	will	calculate	this	by	taking	the	difference	of	gross	total	income	in	the	function	Accept	Income	Details	and	aggregate	deductible	amount	in	the	function	Accept	Savings	&	Donation	Details.	Terminated:	The	task	has	finished	execution.	Accept	Savings	&	Donations	Details	The
function	will	ask	the	user	to	enter	the	total	savings	and	the	donations	in	the	following	format.	Validation	Activities	7.1	Unit	Validation	Testing	7.2	Integration	Testing	7.2.1	Decomposition	Based	Integration	7.2.1.1	Types	of	Incremental	Integration	Testing	7.2.1.2	Comparison	between	Top-Down	and	Bottom-Up	Integration	Testing	7.2.1.3	Practical
Approach	for	Integration	Testing	7.2.2	Call	Graph	Based	Integration	7.2.2.1	Pair-wise	Integration	7.2.2.2	Neighborhood	Integration	7.2.3	Path	Based	Integration	7.3	Function	Testing	7.4	System	Testing	7.4.1	Categories	of	Systems	Tests	7.4.1.1	Recovery	Testing	7.4.1.2	Security	Testing	7.4.1.3	Performance	Testing	7.4.1.4	Load	Testing	7.4.1.5	Stress
Testing	7.4.1.6	Usability	Testing	7.4.1.7	Compatibility/Conversion/Configuration	Testing	7.4.2	Guidelines	for	performing	the	system	tests	7.5	Acceptance	Testing	7.5.1	Alpha	Testing	7.5.1.1	Entry	to	Alpha	7.5.1.2	Exit	to	Alpha	7.5.2	Beta	Testing	7.5.2.1	Entry	to	Beta	7.5.2.2	Exit	criteria	Summary	8.	White-box	testing	techniques	help	detect	these
errors.	Please	enter	a	valid	date.	Choose	enough	paths	in	a	program	such	that	maximum	logic	coverage	is	achieved.	Software	Metrics	10.1	Need	of	Software	Measurement	10.2	Definition	of	Software	Metrics	10.3	Classification	of	Software	Metrics	10.3.1	Product	vs.	A	program	takes	as	input	three	angles	and	determines	the	type	of	triangle.	Then	the
system	will	calculate	the	total	tax	and	checks	if	it	exceeds	Rs	10	lacs,	a	10%	surcharge	on	the	total	income	tax	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income)	is	also	charged	and	a	3%	of	education	cess	will	be	charged	on	the	total	income	tax	paid	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income).	In	white-box	testing,	structure	means	the	logic	of	the	program	which	has	been
implemented	in	the	language	code.	First	we	define	some	basic	terms	related	to	state	tables	which	are	discussed	below.	per	calendar	year	and	in	addition,	pay	cash	for	tickets	or	have	been	traveling	regularly	for	more	than	eight	years	are	to	receive	a	free	round	trip	ticket	around	India.	Transition	events	like	admitted,	dispatch,	interrupt,	etc.	A
University	or	any	educational	institution	of	national	eminence	as	maybe	approved	by	the	prescribed	authority.	The	executable	application	along	with	the	source	code	of	application	can	be	taken	directly	from	the	CD.	It	has	several	factors	including	rigorous	software	testing.	All	the	methods	have	been	discussed	taking	sufficient	number	of	examples
such	that	a	new	method	can	be	learnt	easily	and	the	reader	can	design	the	test	cases	using	a	particular	method.	Rajan	Yadav	rated	it	it	was	amazing	Dec	26,	The	book	consists	of	several	multiple	choice	questions	and	case	studies	to	help	in	better	understanding	of	the	applications	of	software	testing.	V(G)	=	Number	of	predicate	nodes	+	1	=	7+1	=	8
3.	How	many	test	cases	are	there	in	worst-case	testing	if	there	are	4	variables	in	a	module?	Example	5.1	Consider	the	following	program	segment:	main()	{	int	number,	index;	1.	Each	chapter	starts	with	the	learning	objectives	and	ends	with	a	summary	containing	a	quick	review	of	important	concepts	discussed	in	the	chapter.	Transitions	are
represented	by	links	that	join	the	nodes.	Black-box	testing	is	the	second	stage	for	testing	the	software.	Many	well-proven	methods	are	largely	unused	in	industries	today.	First	Edition.	2.1.5	Bug	affects	economics	of	software	testing	2.1.6	Bug	Classification	based	on	Criticality	2.1.7	Bug	Classification	based	on	SDLC	2.1.8	Testing	Principles	2.2
Software	Testing	Life	Cycle	(STLC)	2.3	Software	Testing	Methodology	2.3.1	Software	Testing	Strategy	2.3.2	Test	Strategy	Matrix	2.3.3	Development	of	Test	Strategy	2.3.4	Testing	Life	Cycle	Model	2.3.4.1	V	Testing	life	cycle	model	2.3.5	Validation	Activities	2.3.6	Testing	Tactics	2.3.7	Considerations	in	developing	testing	methodologies	Summary	3.
Even	if	the	state	does	not	change,	by	definition,	this	is	a	transition	to	the	same	state.	5.2)	for	basic	programming	constructs.	Just	as	one	needs	to	sort	out	the	problems	in	one’s	life,	it	is	equally	important	to	check	and	weed	out	the	bugs	in	software.	printf(“Enter	a	number”);	2.	This	new	task	is	getting	the	input	event	Admit	and	transitions	to	the	new
state	Ready	and	the	output	is	T1	(i.e.	task	is	present	in	Ready	queue).	NOT	y	x	OR	The	OR	function	states	that	if	x	or	y	or	z	is	1,	A	is	1;	else	A	is	0.	Similarly	other	test	cases	can	be	derived.	Dynamic	Testing	:	White	Box	Testing	Techniques	5.1	Need	of	White	box	testing	5.2	Logic	Coverage	Criteria	5.3	Basis	Path	Testing	5.3.1	Control	Flow	Graph	5.3.2
Flow	graph	notations	of	different	programming	constructs	5.3.3	Path	Testing	Terminology	5.3.4	Cyclomatic	Complexity	5.3.4.1	Formulae	based	on	Cyclomatic	complexity	5.3.4.2	Guidelines	for	Basis	Path	Testing	5.3.5	Applications	of	Path	Testing	5.4	Graph	Matrices	5.4.1	Graph	Matrix	5.4.2	Connection	Matrix	5.4.3	Use	of	connection	matrix	in	finding
cyclomatic	complexity	number	5.4.4	Use	of	graph	matrix	for	finding	the	set	of	all	paths	5.5	Loop	Testing	5.6	Data	Flow	Testing	5.6.1	State	of	a	Data	Object	5.6.2	Data	Flow	Anomalies	5.6.3	Terminology	used	in	Data	Flow	Testing	5.6.4	Static	Data	flow	testing	5.6.4.1	Static	analysis	is	not	enough	5.6.5	Dynamic	Data	flow	testing	5.6.6	Ordering	of	Data
flow	testing	strategies	5.8	Mutation	Testing	5.8.1	Primary	Mutants	5.8.2	Secondary	Mutants	5.8.3	Mutation	Testing	Process	Summary	6.	Chapter	9	covers	the	concept	of	introduction	of	management	for	test	process	for	its	effectiveness.	How	many	test	cases	are	there	in	robustness	testing	if	there	are	5	variables	in	a	module?	The	book	covers	ready-to-
use	checklists	that	can	be	used	at	the	time	of	verification	of	software	and	extends	to	cover	a	case	study	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	describing	all	the	major	software	testing	techniques	and	concepts	in	a	practical	manner,	thus	making	this	book	a	valuable	reference	for	testing	professionals	as	well.	Identification	of	causes	and	effects	The	next	step	is	to
identify	causes	and	effects	in	the	specifications.	N1N2	N3	N4	N5	N6	N7	N8	N9	N11	N6	N12	N13	N14	N4	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	7.	Please	enter	a	valid	name	entry.	Chapter	1	introduces	the	concept	of	effective	testing	versus	complete	testing,	explains	the	psychology	for	performing	effective	testing,	and	establishes	that	software	testing	is	a	complete
process.	Flow	graphs	can	be	prepared	as	a	directed	graph.	3.6	How	to	verify	Code?	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	131l	Decision	table	consists	of:	condition	stub,	action	stub,	condition	entry,	and	action	entry.	Exploring	the	real	state	graph	and	recording	the	transitions	and	outputs	for	each	combination	of	input	and	state	may	lead	to
discovering	the	bug.	In	that	case,	the	above	formula	does	not	fit.	If	the	difference	is	positive,	then	this	amount	is	the	net	tax	to	be	paid	by	the	person,	otherwise	the	amount	is	due	on	the	government	to	be	refunded.	This	is	denoted	by	an	arrow	on	the	edge.	Gross	Salary	(a)	Salary	as	per	the	provisions	contained	in	the	section	17(1)	(b)	Value	of	the
perquisites	under	section	17(2)	(As	per	form	number	12BA,	wherever	applicable)	(c)	Profits	in	lieu	of	salary	under	section	17(3)	(As	per	form	number	12BA,	wherever	applicable)	(d)	Total	(to	be	calculated	by	this	function)	2.	Which	type	of	testing	is	possible	with	BVA?	8.	As	a	result	of	these	inputs,	when	one	state	is	changed	to	another,	it	is	called	a
transition.	White-box	testing	explores	these	paths	too.	The	reader	is	advised	to	execute	these	test	cases	on	the	running	executable	application	provided	in	the	CD.	EXERCISES	MULTIPLE	CHOICE	QUESTIONS	1.	So	two	more	cases	are	designed:	Test	case	3:	x	>	y	Test	case	4:	x	<	y	These	test	cases	will	cover	every	statement	in	the	code	segment,
however	statement	coverage	is	a	poor	criteria	for	logic	coverage.	Path	segment	A	path	segment	is	a	succession	of	consecutive	links	that	belongs	to	some	path.	4.5.	New	Terminated	Admitted,	T1	Exit,	T6	Dispatch,	T2	Running	Ready	Interrupt,	T3	I/O	or	event	completion,	T5	I/O	or	event	wait,	T4	Waiting	Figure	4.5	State	graph	Each	arrow	link	provides
two	types	of	information:	1.	4.3.4	STATE	TABLE-BASED	TESTING	After	reviewing	the	basics,	we	can	start	functional	testing	with	state	tables.	Action	stub	It	is	a	list	of	resulting	actions	which	will	be	performed	if	a	combination	of	input	condition	is	satisfied.	The	classes	are:	C17	=	C18	=	C19	=	C20	=	C21	=	C22	=	{EA:	valid	entry}	{EA:	invalid	entry}
{EA:	Blank}	{TE:	valid	entry}	{TE:	invalid	entry}	{TE:	Blank}	The	test	cases	will	be	as	follows:	Test	Case	ID	AID17	AID18	AID19	AID20	AID21	AID22	Class	covered	C17	C18	C19	C20	C21	C22	EA	2000.00	–200	2000.00	2000.00	2000.00	TE	Expected	Output	Normal	behaviour	Please	enter	a	valid	amount.	Don’t	expect	it	to	explain	you	advanced	topics.
Total	tax	deducted	Displayed	from	the	function	Accept	Tax	Deduction	Details.	Like	decision	tables,	cause-effect	graphing	is	another	technique	for	combinations	of	input	conditions.	The	hours	over	48	on	normal	working	days	are	calculated	at	the	rate	of	1.25	of	the	salary.	(Y/N)	Amount	of	TDS:	Tax	Payable	Detail	Screen	This	screen	is	the	report	screen
generated	by	the	system,	not	modifiable	by	the	user.	Sex	(M/F	one	alphabet	only)	Status:	Salaried	or	not	(Y/N	one	alphabet	only)	If	the	user	enters	the	answer	Y	(Yes)	to	the	status	entry,	then	the	function	will	display	the	following	three	entries,	otherwise	it	will	not.	A	cause	is	a	distinct	input	condition	identified	in	the	problem.	Name	(3	to	15	alphabets
with	spaces	in	between)	Date	of	Birth	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Permanent	address	(3	to	30	characters)	The	address	should	not	contain	any	character.	Sequential	statements	having	no	conditions	or	loops	can	be	merged	in	a	single	node.	Therefore,	there	is	a	need	for	a	book	that	explains	all	these	issues	for	the	benefit	of	students	who	will	learn	software	testing
and	become	knowledgeable	test	engineers	as	also	for	the	benefit	of	test	engineers	who	are	already	working	in	the	industries	and	want	to	hone	their	testing	skills.	The	nodes	are	denoted	by	a	circle.	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	4.3.1	FINITE	STATE	MACHINE	(FSM)	An	FSM	is	a	behavioural	model	whose	outcome	depends	upon	both
previous	and	current	inputs.	According	to	this	method,	errors	or	bugs	can	be	guessed	which	do	not	fit	in	any	of	the	earlier	defined	situations.	Add	Any	other	item	reported	by	the	employee	User	may	enter	multiple	incomes.	But	even	for	simple	programs,	if	they	contain	at	least	one	cycle,	the	number	of	paths	is	infinite.	For	example,	if	an	AND	condition
is	False,	none	of	the	subsequent	conditions	in	the	expression	will	be	evaluated.	The	readers	should	follow	this	sequence	for	studying	the	full	case	study	and	learn	the	testing	techniques	presented	in	this	book.	∑	Checklists	for	verification	of	parameters,	such	as	general	software	design	document	(SDD),	generic	code,	high	level	design	(HLD),	low	level
design	(LLD),	and	software	requirement	specification	(SRS)	document.	Its	input	is	entered	in	the	form	of	with	the	following	range:	1	≤	mm	≤	12	1	≤	dd	≤	31	1900	≤	yyyy	≤	2025	Its	output	would	be	the	next	date	or	an	error	message	‘invalid	date.’	Design	test	cases	using	equivalence	class	partitioning	method.	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Men
Income:	up	to	1.5	lacs	NO	INCOME	TAX	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Women	Income	:	up	to	1.8	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Senior	Citizen	Income	:	up	to
2.25	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	518	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	In	addition	to	the	income	tax	calculated	according	to	the	above	income	tax	slabs,	a	3%	of	education	cess	will	be	charged	on	the	total	income	tax	paid	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income).	Each	part
further	consists	of	various	chapters.	Design	the	test	cases	using	cause-effect	graphing	technique.	Chapter	6	deals	with	the	techniques,	namely	inspection,	walkthrough,	and	reviews,	largely	used	for	verification	of	various	intermediate	work	products	resulting	at	different	stages	of	SDLC.	The	history	of	bugs	can	help	in	identifying	some	special	cases	in
the	project.	In	fact,	testing	is	the	critical	element	of	quality	and	consumes	almost	half	the	total	development	effort.	It	has	the	speciality	to	consider	complex	combinations	of	input	conditions	and	resulting	actions.	x	z	y	Exclusive	Sometimes,	the	specification	contains	an	impossible	combination	of	causes	such	that	two	causes	cannot	be	set	to	1
simultaneously.	The	set	of	independent	paths	becomes	the	basis	set	for	the	flow	graph	of	the	program.	Thus,	there	is	no	general	procedure	for	this	technique,	as	it	is	largely	an	intuitive	and	ad	hoc	process.	Chapter	14	discusses	various	test	process	maturity	models,	namely	test	improvement	model	(TIM),	test	organization	model	(TOM),	test	process
improvement	(TPI),	and	test	maturity	model	(TMM).	And	it	can	be	used	as	a	tool	for	functional	testing.	Chapter	2	discusses	the	commonly	used	testing	terminology	such	as	error,	bug,	and	failure,	explains	life	cycle	of	a	bug	with	its	various	states,	phases	of	software	testing	life	cycle	and	V	testing	model,	and	development	of	a	testing	methodology.	The
classes	can	also	be	prepared	based	on	the	output	criteria	as	shown	below:	O1	=	{:	First	Quadrant,	if	0	≤	Angle	≤	90}	O2	=	{:	Second	Quadrant,	if	91	≤	Angle	≤	180}	O3	=	{:	Third	Quadrant,	if	181	≤	Angle	≤	270}	O4	=	{:	Fourth	Quadrant,	if	271	≤	Angle	≤	360}	O5	=	{:	Invalid	Angle};	However,	O5	is	not	sufficient	to	cover	all	invalid	conditions	this
way.	The	book	stresses	on	software	testing	as	a	systematic	process	and	explains	software	testing	life	cycle	similar	to	SDLC	and	gives	insight	into	the	practical	importance	of	software	testing.	125l	126	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	4.5.1	BASIC	NOTATIONS	FOR	CAUSE-EFFECT	GRAPH	Identity	According	to	the	identity	function,	if	x	is	1,	y
is	1;	else	y	is	0.	But,	if	we	execute	only	test	case	3	and	4,	then	conditions	and	paths	in	test	case	1	will	never	be	tested	and	errors	will	go	undetected.	Chapters	16	and	17	discuss	the	issues,	challenges,	and	techniques	related	to	object-oriented	and	Webbased	software,	respectively.	Inputs	and	outputs	formats	and	their	ranges.	Consider	the	following
code	segment	shown	in	Fig.	Create	the	corresponding	test	cases	from	the	state	table	Test	cases	are	produced	in	a	tabular	form	known	as	the	test	case	table	which	contains	six	columns	as	shown	below	[22]:	117l	118	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Test	case	ID	:	a	unique	identifier	for	each	test	case	Test	Source	:	a	trace	back	to	the
corresponding	cell	in	the	state	table	Current	State	:	the	initial	condition	to	run	the	test	Event	:	the	input	triggered	by	the	user	Output	:	the	current	value	returned	Next	State	:	the	new	state	achieved	The	test	cases	derived	from	the	state	table	(Table	4.1)	are	shown	below	in	Table	4.2.	Table	4.2	Deriving	test	cases	from	state	table	Test	Case	ID	Test
Source	Input	TC1	Cell	1	New	Admit	T1	Ready	TC2	Cell	2	New	Dispatch	T0	New	TC3	Cell	3	New	Interrupt	T0	New	TC4	Cell	4	New	I/O	wait	T0	New	TC5	Cell	5	New	I/O	wait	over	T0	New	TC6	Cell	6	New	exit	T0	New	TC7	Cell	7	Ready	Admit	T1	Ready	TC8	Cell	8	Ready	Dispatch	T2	Running	TC9	Cell	9	Ready	Interrupt	T1	Ready	TC10	Cell	10	Ready	I/O
wait	T1	Ready	TC11	Cell	11	Ready	I/O	wait	T1	Ready	TC12	Cell	12	Ready	Exit	T1	Ready	TC13	Cell	13	Running	Admit	T2	Running	TC14	Cell	14	Running	Dispatch	T2	Running	TC15	Cell	15	Running	Interrupt	T3	Ready	TC16	Cell	16	Running	I/O	wait	T4	Waiting	TC17	Cell	17	Running	I/O	wait	over	T2	Running	TC18	Cell	18	Running	Exit	T6	Terminated
TC19	Cell	19	Waiting	Admit	T4	Waiting	TC20	Cell	20	Waiting	Dispatch	T4	Waiting	TC21	Cell	21	Waiting	Interrupt	T4	Waiting	TC22	Cell	22	Waiting	I/O	wait	T4	Waiting	TC23	Cell	23	Waiting	I/O	wait	over	T5	Ready	TC24	Cell	24	Waiting	Exit	T4	Waiting	Current	State	Event	Expected	Results	Output	Next	State	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing
Techniques	Test	case	TC1	gets	information	from	Cell	1	and	indicates	that	one	task	is	created	New	in	the	system.		Read	more...	Therefore,	to	make	the	graph	strongly	connected,	we	add	an	arc	from	the	last	node	to	the	first	node	of	the	graph.	We	can	calculate	the	cyclomatic	number	only	by	knowing	the	number	of	choice	points	(decision	nodes)	d	in	the
program.	Many	testers	prefer	to	use	FSM	model	as	a	guide	to	design	functional	tests.	Therefore,	he	considers	only	independent	paths.	Add	Any	other	item	reported	by	the	employee.	So	test	cases	are	generated	for	these	special	cases.	If	one	angle	is	equal	to	90,	it	is	a	right	angled	triangle.	(a)	Input	(b)	State	(c)	Transition	and	output	(d)	None	of	the
above	9.	x	M	y	Example	4.12	A	program	has	been	designed	to	determine	the	nature	of	roots	of	a	quadratic	equation.	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	The	Army	Central	Welfare	Fund	or	the	Indian	Naval	Benevolent	Fund	or	the	Air	Force	Central	Welfare	Fund	established	by	the	armed	forces	of	the	Union	for	the	welfare	of	the	past
and	present	members	of	such	forces	or	their	dependants.	This	draft	of	SRS	was	in	a	raw	form.	These	procedures	can	be	represented	as	separate	flow	graphs.	CONTENT	AND	COVERAGE	The	book	has	been	divided	into	seven	different	parts.	Dynamic	Testing:	White-Box	Testing	Technique	135l	Chapter	5	Dynamic	Testing:	White-Box	Testing
Techniques	White-box	testing	is	another	effective	testing	technique	in	dynamic	testing.	(a)	Input	(b)	State	(c)	Transition	(d)	None	of	the	above	7.	Moreover,	the	book	advocates	the	notion	of	effective	software	testing	in	place	of	exhaustive	testing	(which	is	impossible).	5.2	LOGIC	COVERAGE	CRITERIA	Structural	testing	considers	the	program	code,
and	test	cases	are	designed	based	on	the	logic	of	the	program	such	that	every	element	of	the	logic	is	covered.	Therefore	the	intention	in	white-box	testing	is	to	cover	the	whole	logic.	Intersection	of	a	row	and	a	column	specifies	_______.	It	reduces	the	input	domain	space	and	thereby	the	testing	effort.	Subjective	Metrics	10.3.3	Primitive	vs.	Deductions
Entertainment	allowance	(EA)	Tax	on	employment	(TE)	4.	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	Solution	First	we	partition	the	domain	of	input	in	terms	of	valid	input	values	and	invalid	values,	getting	the	following	classes:	I1	=	{	:	1	≤	m	≤	12}	I2	=	{	:	1	≤	d	≤	31}	I3	=	{	:	1900	≤	y	≤	2025}	I4	=	{	:	m	<	1}	I5	=	{	:	m	>	12}	I6	=	{	:	d	<	1}	I7
=	{	:	d	>	31}	I8	=	{	:	y	<	1900}	I9	=	{	:	y	>	2025}	The	test	cases	can	be	designed	from	the	above	derived	classes,	taking	one	test	case	from	each	class	such	that	the	test	case	covers	maximum	valid	input	classes,	and	separate	test	cases	for	each	invalid	class.	Expand	the	immaterial	test	cases	in	Problem	11.	Printed	Pages:	623.	The	system	will	accept
personal	details,	income	details,	and	savings	details,	and	calculate	the	total	salary,	net	tax	payable,	educational	cess,	and	hence	the	total	tax	payable.	The	supporting	reasons	for	white-box	testing	are	given	below:	1.	The	National	Blood	Transfusion	Council	or	any	State	Blood	Transfusion	council	whose	sole	objective	is	the	control,	supervision,
regulation,	or	encouragement	in	India	of	the	services	related	to	operation	and	requirements	of	blood	banks.	A	program	cannot	have	contradictions	or	ambiguities.	The	obvious	way	out	of	this	dilemma	is	a	criterion	called	decision/condition	coverage.	The	reader	is	advised	to	use	checklists	provided	in	the	Appendix	while	performing	verification	and	use
his/her	intelligence.	Part	II	(Testing	Techniques)	deals	with	various	test	case	design	techniques	based	on	static	testing	and	dynamic	testing	and	verification	and	validation	concepts.	The	quadratic	equation	takes	three	input	values	from	the	range	[0,	100].	In	the	previous	sample	code	shown	in	Figure	5.1,	while	and	if	statements	have	two	outcomes:
True	and	False.	scanf(“%d,	&number);	3.	Part	VI	(Testing	for	Specialized	Environment)	introduces	the	testing	environment	and	the	issues	related	to	two	specialized	environments,	namely	object-oriented	software	and	Web-based	software.	From	the	state	graph,	we	can	recognize	all	input	sequences	and	can	form	some	detailed	test	cases	also.	Some
chapters	provide	solved	examples	in	between	the	theory	to	understand	the	method	or	technique	practically	at	the	same	moment.	First	we	partition	the	domain	of	input	as	valid	and	invalid	values,	getting	the	following	classes:	I1	=	{	:	0	≤	Angle	≤	360}	I2	=	{	:	Angle	<	0}	I3	=	{	:	Angle	>	0}	113l	114	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	The	test
cases	designed	from	these	classes	are	shown	below:	Test	Case	ID	Angle	Expected	results	Classes	covered	by	the	test	case	1	50	I	Quadrant	I1	2	−1	Invalid	input	I2	3	361	Invalid	input	I3	2.	Tax	payable	after	relief	(if	applicable)	The	function	will	deduct	relief	amount	from	tax	payable.	Aggregate	This	function	will	calculate	the	aggregate	of	the
deductions	entered	above.	The	allowed	characters	like	alphabets,	digits,	spaces,	and	commas	should	be	mentioned.	Consider	Example	4.10	and	design	test	cases	for	this	program	using	equivalence	class	testing	technique.	The	book	focusses	on	software	testing	as	not	just	being	the	phase	of	software	development	life	cycle	but	a	complete	process	to
fulfill	the	demand	of	quality	software.	Based	on	the	concepts	of	directed	graph,	following	notations	are	used	for	a	flow	graph:	Node	It	represents	one	or	more	procedural	statements.	List	all	conditions	(or	decision	made)	during	execution	of	the	procedure.	There	is	no	mention	about	the	functional	flow	of	the	system	about	how	it	works.	It	considers	only
the	functionality	of	the	program	and	how	it	behaves	under	test.	(Y/N)	3.	Which	type	of	testing	is	possible	with	equivalence	class	partitioning?	Software	engineering	as	a	discipline	emerged	in	the	late	1960s	to	guide	software	development	activities	in	producing	quality	software.	It	also	describes	all	the	methods/techniques	for	test	case	design	which	is	a
prime	issue	in	software	testing.	Length	of	a	path	The	length	of	a	path	is	measured	by	the	number	of	links	in	it	and	not	by	the	number	of	instructions	or	statements	executed	along	the	path.	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	The	procedure	for	converting	state	graphs	and	state	tables	into	test	cases	is	discussed	below.	(Y/N)	6.	521l	522
Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	The	Andhra	Pradesh	Chief	Minister’s	Cyclone	Relief	Fund,	1996.	This	material	will	help	both	students	and	testers	understand	the	test	design	techniques	and	use	them	practically.	What	will	happen	when	all	the	inputs	are	negative?	USER	INTERFACE	REQUIREMENTS	Personal	Detail	Screen	The	personal
detail	screen	is	displayed	wherein	the	user	can	enter	his	various	details	as	given	below:	Name	Date	of	Birth	Permanent	address	Sex	(M/F)	Status	(Salaried	or	not):	Y/N	If	the	user	presses	Y,	then	the	following	screen	is	displayed:	Designation	Name	of	the	employer	Address	of	the	employer	PAN	number	TDS	circle	where	annual	return/statement	under
section	206	is	to	be	filed	Period:	From	(dd/mm/yyyy)	To	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Assessment	year	(yyyy-yy)	If	the	user	presses	N,	then	the	following	screen	is	displayed:	PAN	number	TDS	circle	where	annual	return/statement	under	section	206	is	to	be	filed	Period:	From	(dd/mm/yyyy)	To	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Assessment	year	(yyyy-yy)	Income	Details	Screen	The
income	detail	screen	is	displayed	wherein	the	user	can	enter	his	various	details	as	given	below.	(iii)	For	orders	of	Rs	20,000	or	more	and	up	to	Rs	50,000,	agents	get	12%	and	the	retailer	gets	8%	discount.	Other	cells	are	invalid	inputs	which	do	not	cause	any	transition	in	the	state	of	a	task.	We	use	cookies	to	enhance	your	experience	on	our	website.
Gross	Total	Income	The	function	will	add	item	6	and	7.	But	these	test	cases	would	not	cause	the	THEN	clause	of	the	IF	to	execute	(i.e.	execution	of	decision).	ATD6	C6	2000	ATD7	C7	2000	12/02/2009	ATD8	C8	2000	12/02/2009	ATD9	C9	2000	12/02/2009	ATD10	C10	2000	12/02/2009	Please	enter	the	valid	amount.	It	has	been	observed	that	test	cases,
which	are	designed	with	boundary	input	values,	have	a	_______	chance	of	finding	errors.	Dynamic	Testing:	White-Box	Testing	Technique	5.3.4	CYCLOMATIC	COMPLEXITY	McCabe	[24]	has	given	a	measure	for	the	logical	complexity	of	a	program	by	considering	its	control	flow	graph.	Please	enter	the	valid	amount.	Thus,	a	rule	defines	which
combination	of	conditions	produces	the	resulting	action.	(a)	Input	(b)	State	(c)	Transition	(d)	None	of	the	above	8.	Design	test	cases	for	this	program	using	equivalence	class	testing	technique.	Discussed	below	are	the	basic	forms	of	logic	coverage.	End-chapter	exercises	and	multiple-choice	questions	are	provided	to	assist	instructors	in	classroom
teaching	and	students	in	preparing	better	for	their	exams.	N1N2	N3	N4	N15	N16	N17	N18	N20	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	Test	Case	Design	on	income_details_non_sal()	from	the	list	of	Independent	Paths	Test	Case	ID	1	Inputs	Source	Expected	Output	Amount	Agriculture	400000	Source	Agriculture	Amount	400000	Do	you	want	to	enter	more(y/n)	Y
Others	100000	Source	Others	Amount	100000	Do	you	want	to	enter	more(y/n)	N	Independent	paths	covered	by	Test	Case	1,	2,	3,	5,	8	Total	500000	2	1234	Source	can	contain	only	character.	The	system	will	check	whether	the	savings	are	less	than	Rs	1	lac.	Cyclomatic	number,	which	defines	the	number	of	independent	paths,	can	be	utilized	as	an
upper	bound	for	the	number	of	tests	that	must	be	conducted	to	ensure	that	all	the	statements	have	been	executed	at	least	once.	In	this	case,	we	would	see	that,	of	the	six	possible	paths,	only	four	are	independent,	as	the	other	two	are	always	a	linear	combination	of	the	other	four	paths.	A	program	reads	players’	records	with	the	following	detail	and
prints	a	team-wise	list	containing	player	name	with	their	batting	average:	Player	name	(max.	The	state	of	a	don’t-care	condition	does	not	affect	the	resulting	action.	Testing	Process	Maturity	Models	Chapter	Review	Systematic	and	detailed	coverage	of	software	testing	concepts	and	its	softward.Advocates	the	notion	of	effective	and	systematic	software
testing	in	place	of	exhaustive	testing	Provides	a	comprehensive	coverage	of	software	testing	narrsh	through	a	large	number	of	test	cases	and	diagrams	Covers	testing	techniques	for	two	specialized	environments:	Niraj	Ramanuj	Certified	Buyer	14	Jun,	Pooja	Pinisetty	rated	it	really	liked	it	Jan	16,	Open	Preview	See	a	Problem?	1.	The	user	gets	the
information	about	total	tax	to	be	paid.	For	example,	consider	the	following	statement:	while	((I	£5)	&&	(J	<	COUNT))	In	this	loop	statement,	two	conditions	are	there.	What	are	the	types	of	errors	detected	by	black-box	testing?	So,	a	software	test	engineer	should	be	an	optimist	who	welcomes	the	struggles	in	life	and	similarly	bugs	in	software,	and
takes	them	headon.	N1N2	N3	N4	N5	N6	N7	N8	N9	N11	N6	N12	N14	N4	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	6.	Prepare	state	transition	diagram	after	understanding	transitions	between	states	After	having	all	the	states,	identify	the	inputs	on	each	state	and	transitions	between	states	and	prepare	the	state	graph.	Some	typographical	errors	are	not	observed	and	go
undetected	and	are	not	covered	by	black-box	testing	techniques.	(b)	If-Then-Else	(c)	Do-While	(d)	While-Do	(e)	Switch-Case	Figure	5.2	5.3.3	PATH	TESTING	TERMINOLOGY	Path	A	path	through	a	program	is	a	sequence	of	instructions	or	statements	that	starts	at	an	entry,	junction,	or	decision	and	ends	at	another,	or	possibly	the	same,	junction,
decision,	or	exit.	4.4	DECISION	TABLE-BASED	TESTING	Boundary	value	analysis	and	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods	do	not	consider	combinations	of	input	conditions.	BASIS	PATH	TESTING	ON	income_details_non_sal()	Source	Code	of	income_details_non_sal()	float	income_details_non_sal()	1’	2’	3’	4’	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	{	char
source[20]=“abc”;	float	amount,total	=0;	int	flag1=1,flag2=1,i;	char	income_ch=‘y’;	while((income_ch==‘y’)||(	income_ch==‘Y’))	{	while(flag1==1)	{	printf(“Enter	SOURCE\t:”);	gets(source);	for(i=0;i=	65)	&&	(toascii(source[i])	0)	{	flag2=0;	}	else	{	printf(“Amount	cannot	be	less	than	or	equal	to	0”);	flag2=1;	}	}	printf(“Press	any	key	to	proceed”);
getch();	clrscr();	patt(“INCOME	Details”);	printf(“SOURCE\t:%s”,source);	printf(“AMOUNT\t:%f”,amount);	total=total+amount;	printf(“Do	you	want	to	enter	more(y/n)\t:”);	income_ch=getche();	flag1=1;	flag2=1;	}	printf(“Total\t\t:%f”,total);	return(total);	}	553l	554	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	DD	Graph	for	Module
income_details_non_sal()	N1	,	,	1	–4	N2	1	N3	N4	N5	N6	52–54	2	3	4,5,6	7	N7	8	R7	N8	R1	9	10,11,12	13–17	N11	N9	N10	19	R2	20	N12	N13	21–24	R3	N14	25	R6	26	N16	R4	N15	27–29	30	31–33	N17	N18	N19	34–38	N20	N21	R5	39	40–50	51	N22	N23	White-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	Cyclomatic	Complexity	of
income_details_non_sal()	1.	Design	test	cases	using	equivalence	class	partitioning	method.	Source	Code	The	application	based	on	SRS	ver	3.0	has	been	implemented	in	C	language.	It	has	the	specialty	to	consider	complex	combinations	of	input	conditions	and	resulting	actions.	…	…	Please	enter	a	valid	Date	entry.	Decision	or	Branch	Coverage	Branch
coverage	states	that	each	decision	takes	on	all	possible	outcomes	(True	or	False)	at	least	once.	Name	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces	in	between)	Date	of	Birth	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Permanent	address	(3	to	30	characters)	Sex	(M/F	one	alphabet	only)	Status:	Salaried	or	not	(Y/N	one	alphabet	only)	If	the	user	enters	the	answer	Y	(Yes)	to	the	status	entry,	then
the	function	will	display	the	following	three	entries,	otherwise	it	will	not.	Ready:	When	the	task	is	waiting	in	the	ready	queue	for	its	turn.	If	the	donation	lies	in	the	list,	100%	rebate	will	be	provided,	otherwise	50%.	However,	this	is	not	the	case.	Otherwise,	Rs	1	lac	will	be	deducted.	Thus,	statement	coverage	is	a	necessary	but	not	a	sufficient	criteria
for	logic	coverage.	Since	white-box	testing	is	complementary	to	black-box	testing,	there	are	categories	of	bugs	which	can	be	revealed	by	white-box	testing,	but	136	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	not	through	black-box	testing.	High-level	diagrams	depicting	external	and	internal	interfaces.	The	testing	process	starts	as	soon	as	the	first
phase	of	SDLC	starts.	5.1.	scanf	(“%d”,	&x);	scanf	(“%d”,	&y);	while	(x	!=	y)	{	if	(x	>	y)	x	=	x	–	y;	else	y	=	y	–	x;	}	printf	(“x	=	’’,	x);	printf	(“y	=	’’,	y);	Figure	5.1	Sample	code	If	we	want	to	cover	every	statement	in	the	above	code,	then	the	following	test	cases	must	be	designed:	Dynamic	Testing:	White-Box	Testing	Technique	Test	case	1:	x	=	y	=	n,
where	n	is	any	number	Test	case	2:	x	=	n,	y	=	n¢,	where	n	and	n¢	are	different	numbers.	139l	140	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	(a)	Sequence	...	If	there	are	k	rules	over	n	binary	conditions,	there	are	at	least	_______	test	cases	and	at	the	most	_______	test	cases.	Division	of	specification	The	specification	is	divided	into	workable	pieces,	as
cause-effect	graphing	becomes	complex	when	used	on	large	specifications.	Gross	Salary	(a)	Salary	as	per	the	provisions	contained	in	the	section	17(1)	(b)	Value	of	the	perquisites	under	section	17(2)	(As	per	form	number	12BA,	wherever	applicable)	(c)	Profits	in	lieu	of	salary	under	section	17(3)	(As	per	form	number	12BA,	wherever	applicable)	(d)
Total	(to	be	calculated	by	this	function)	The	entries,	a,	b,	c	can	also	be	tested	with	equivalence	classes.	Less	allowance	to	the	extent	exempt	under	section	10	This	function	will	add	the	exempted	allowances.	In	graph	theory,	it	can	be	demonstrated	that	in	a	strongly	connected	graph	(in	which	each	node	can	be	reached	from	any	other	node),	the
number	of	independent	paths	is	given	by	V(G)	=	e	–	n	+	1	where	n	is	the	number	of	nodes	and	e	is	the	number	of	arcs/edges.	Can’t	we	write	the	code	and	simply	test	the	software	using	black-box	testing	techniques?	We	need	to	develop	an	understanding	that	unless	these	bugs	appear	in	our	software	and	until	we	weed	out	all	of	them,	our	software	will
not	be	robust	and	of	superior	quality.	It	may	also	be	an	equivalence	class	of	input	conditions.	Each	column	of	state	table	corresponds	to	_______.	However,	on	holidays	or	Sundays,	the	hours	are	calculated	at	the	rate	of	2.00	times	of	the	salary.	The	state	graph	of	task	states	is	shown	in	Fig.	9.	Beginning	with	an	introduction	to	software	testing
terminology	and	methodology,	and	verification	and	validation	activities,	the	book	provides	an	exhaustive	coverage	of	testing	techniques	including	dynamic	and	static	testing,	various	validation	activities,	and	regression	testing.	The	user	will	look	for	the	option	provided	and	informs	the	system	whether	the	donation	lies	in	that	list.	If	the	taxable	income
exceeds	Rs	10	lacs,	a	10%	surcharge	on	the	total	income	tax	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income)	is	also	charged	Donations	with	100%	rebate	The	Prime	Minister’s	National	Relief	Fund.	The	test	cases	are	shown	below:	Test	case	ID	mm	dd	yyyy	Expected	result	Classes	covered	by	the	test	case	1	5	20	1996	21-5-1996	I1,	I2,	I3	2	0	13	2000	Invalid	input	I4	3
13	13	1950	Invalid	input	I5	4	12	0	2007	Invalid	input	I6	5	6	32	1956	Invalid	input	I7	6	11	15	1899	Invalid	input	I8	7	10	19	2026	Invalid	input	I9	Example	4.7	A	program	takes	an	angle	as	input	within	the	range	[0,	360]	and	determines	in	which	quadrant	the	angle	lies.	In	addition,	the	book	contains	useful	appendices	that	provide	various	ready-to-use
checklists	which	can	be	used	at	the	time	of	verification	of	an	item	at	various	stages	of	SDLC.	But	the	problem	with	path	criteria	is	that	programs	that	contain	loops	may	have	an	infinite	number	of	possible	paths	and	it	is	not	practical	to	test	all	the	paths.	The	Chief	Minister’s	Relief	Fund	or	the	Lieutenant	Governor’s	Relief	Fund	in	any	State	or	Union
Territory.	All	the	amounts	will	be	positive	real	numbers	with	a	maximum	of	two	decimal	places.	Convert	the	state	graph	into	the	state	table	as	discussed	earlier	4.	Testing	Object	Oriented	Software	16.1	OOT	and	Structured	Approach	16.1.1	Terminology	16.1.2	Object-Oriented	Modelling	and	UML	16.2	Object	Oriented	Testing	16.2.1	Differences
between	Conventional	testing	Object	oriented	Testing	16.2.2	Object-Oriented	Testing	and	Maintenance	Problems	16.2.3	Issues	in	OO	Testing	16.2.4	Strategy	and	Tactics	of	Testing	OOS	16.2.5	Verification	of	OOS	16.2.6	Validation	Activities	16.2.7	Testing	of	OO	Classes	16.2.7.1	Feature	based	Testing	of	Classes	16.2.7.2	Role	of	Invariants	in	Class
Testing	16.2.7.3	State	Based	Testing	16.2.8	Inheritance	Testing	16.2.8.1	Issues	in	Inheritance	Testing	16.2.8.2	Inheritance	of	Invariants	of	Base	Class	16.2.8.3	Incremental	Testing	16.2.9	Integration	Testing	16.2.9.1	Thread	based	Integration	Testing	16.2.9.2	Implicit	Control	Flow	based	Integration	Testing	16.2.10	UML	based	OO	Testing	16.2.10.1
UML	diagrams	in	software	testing	16.2.10.2	System	Testing	based	on	Use	cases	Summary	17.	The	guidelines	to	develop	a	decision	table	for	a	problem	are	discussed	below	[7]:	List	all	actions	that	can	be	associated	with	a	specific	procedure	(or	module).	The	readers	are	advised	that	they	should	also	perform	verification	using	checklists	and	find	some
more	deficiencies	in	SRS.	The	idea	is	that	the	programmer	tests	the	program	by	having	nominal	values	of	the	inputs	but	does	not	check	its	boundary	values	and	thus	leaves	the	bugs.	The	function	will	add	all	the	amounts	of	tax	deposited.	T	T	T	T	F	F	F	F	I	I	I	I	C2:	Age	>	60?	Generate	Tax	Payable	Details	This	function	calculates	the	tax	payable	by	the
person	in	the	following	format:	Taxable	income	Function	will	calculate	this	by	taking	difference	of	gross	total	income	in	the	function	Accept	Income	Details	and	aggregate	deductible	amount	in	the	function	Accept	Savings	&	Donation	Details.	The	program	reads	the	marks	in	the	three	subjects	and	generates	the	following	outputs:	(i)	Not	eligible	(ii)
Eligible	for	scholarship	course	(iii)	Eligible	for	normal	course	Design	test	cases	for	this	program	using	decision	table	testing.	Efficient	Test	Suite	Management	12.1	Why	Test	Suite	grows?	Though,	we	do	consider	this	case,	there	are	chances	that	we	overlook	it	while	testing,	as	it	has	two	cases:	(i)	If	a	=	0	then	the	equation	is	no	longer	quadratic.	T0	=
Task	is	in	new	state	and	waiting	for	admission	to	ready	queue	T1	=	A	new	task	admitted	to	ready	queue	T2	=	A	ready	task	has	started	running	T3	=	Running	task	has	been	interrupted	T4	=	Running	task	is	waiting	for	I/O	or	event	T5	=	Wait	period	of	waiting	task	is	over	T6	=	Task	has	completed	execution	4.3.3	STATE	TABLE	State	graphs	of	larger
systems	may	not	be	easy	to	understand.	∑	Software	testing	life	cycle	along	with	bug	classification	and	bug	life	cycle	∑	Complete	categorization	of	software	testing	techniques	such	as	static	testing	and	dynamic	testing	expanding	in	different	chapters	∑	Testing	techniques	with	solved	examples	to	illustrate	how	to	design	test	cases	using	these
techniques	∑	Extensive	coverage	of	regression	testing,	software	testing	metrics,	and	test	management	∑	Efficient	test	suite	management	to	prioritize	test	cases	suitable	for	a	project	∑	The	appropriate	use	of	testing	tools	∑	Software	quality	management	and	test	maturity	model	(TMM)	∑	Testing	techniques	for	two	specialized	environments:	object-
oriented	software	and	Web-based	software	Preface	vii	l	ABOUT	THE	CD	The	CD	accompanying	the	book	contains	the	following:	∑	Executable	files	for	the	examples	given	in	Chapter	5	so	that	a	user	can	directly	implement	whitebox	testing	on	the	codes	without	any	extra	effort.	x	E	y	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	Inclusive	It	states
that	at	least	one	of	x,	y,	and	z	must	always	be	1	(x,	y,	and	z	cannot	be	0	simultaneously).	Relief	under	section	89	User	will	enter	the	amount,	if	applicable.	533l	534	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Designation	(if	salaried)	(3	to	15	alphabets)	Name	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	25	alphabets	with	spaces)	Address	of	the	employer	(if
salaried)	(3	to	30	characters)	PAN	number	(10	characters	consisting	alphabets	and	digits	0–9)	TDS	circle	where	annual	return/statement	under	section	206	is	to	be	filed	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces)	Period:	From	(dd/mm/yyyy)	To	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Assessment	year	(yyyy-yy)	Accept	Income	Details	(AID)	The	function	will	enquire	whether	the	user	is	a
salaried	person	or	has	some	other	source	of	income.	Rule,	which	is	the	combination	of	input	conditions,	becomes	the	test	case	itself.	Though	test	cases	for	black	box	can	be	designed	earlier	than	white-box	test	cases,	they	cannot	be	executed	until	the	code	is	produced	and	checked	using	white-box	testing	techniques.	It	is	assumed	that	if	all	the
statements	of	the	module	are	executed	once,	every	bug	will	be	notified.	What	they	need	to	realize	is	that	Computer-Aided	Software	Engineering	(CASE)	environments	or	tools	are	there	only	to	assist	in	the	development	effort	and	not	meant	to	serve	as	silver	bullets!	Similarly,	there	are	many	myths	that	both	students	and	professionals	believe	in,	which
need	to	be	exploded.	The	effectiveness	of	path	testing	gets	reduced	with	the	increase	in	size	of	software	under	test	[9].	Junction	node	A	node	with	more	than	one	arrow	entering	it	is	called	a	junction.	4.4.2	TEST	CASE	DESIGN	USING	DECISION	TABLE	For	designing	test	cases	from	a	decision	table,	following	interpretations	should	be	done:	Interpret
condition	stubs	as	the	inputs	for	the	test	case.	If	the	person	is	salaried,	the	function	asks	for	the	following	details:	1.	C8	=	{a:	valid	entry}	C9	=	{a:	invalid	entry}	C10	=	{a:blank}	C11	=	{b:	valid	entry}	C12	=	{b:	invalid	entry}	C13	=	{b:blank}	C14	=	{c:	valid	entry}	C15	=	{c:	invalid	entry}	C16	=	{c:	blank}	Therefore,	the	test	cases	will	be	as
follows.	However,	we	should	always	test	both	the	values	of	a	don’t-care	condition.	Thus,	white-box	testing	ensures	that	the	internal	parts	of	the	software	are	adequately	tested.	„	TDS	circle	where	annual	return/	statement	under	section	206	is	to	be	filed	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces)	„	Period:	From	„	To	(dd/mm/yyyy)	„	Assessment	year	(yyyy-yy)
(dd/mm/yyyy)	It	is	not	clear	whether	the	user	can	make	a	wrong	entry	and	move	ahead	to	the	next	entry	or	he	cannot	move	ahead	until	he	enters	a	correct	entry.	30	characters)	Team	name	(max.	Test	Case	ID	a	b	c	Expected	Output	1	1	50	50	Real	roots	2	100	50	50	Imaginary	roots	3	1	6	9	Equal	4	100	0	0	Equal	5	99	99	99	Imaginary	6	50	100	50	Equal
7	0	50	30	Not	a	quadratic	equation	4.6	ERROR	GUESSING	Error	guessing	is	the	preferred	method	used	when	all	other	methods	fail.	while(index	=	‘0’	&&	(string[index]	=	‘A’	&&	string[index]	=	‘a’	&&	(string[index]	Year:	2,010	Pages	In	File:	629	Language:	English	Identifier:	9781680152906,1680152904	Org	File	Size:	8,838,313	Extension:	pdf	Tags:
Computer	software	Testing.	For	example,	consider	the	system	for	calculating	the	roots	of	a	quadratic	equation.	The	program	may	contain	several	procedures	also.	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	1.0	515l	Step	2	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	1.0	A	system	is	proposed	to	calculate	the	income	tax	of	a	person	residing	in	India,	provided	his	salary,
savings,	status,	and	donations	are	known.	The	testing	of	date	field	can	be	done	separately	with	the	help	of	BVA	technique.	This	entry	can	be	tested	with	equivalence	class	partitioning	methods.	Based	on	every	independent	path,	choose	the	data	such	that	this	path	is	executed.	F	F	T	F	F	F	F	F	T	T	T	T	C3:	Income:	up	to	1.5	lacs	T	F	F	F	I	F	F	F	I	F	F	F	C4:
Income:	up	to	1.8	lacs	F	I	F	F	T	F	F	F	I	F	F	F	C5:	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	F	T	F	F	F	I	F	F	I	I	F	F	C6:	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	F	F	F	F	F	T	F	F	I	I	F	F	C7:	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	F	F	T	F	F	F	T	F	F	F	T	F	C8:	Income	:	above	5	lacs	F	F	F	T	F	F	F	T	F	F	F	T	C9:	Income	:	up	to	2.25	lacs	F	I	F	F	F	I	F	I	T	F	F	F	C10:	Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	F	I	F	F	F	I	F	F
F	T	F	F	A1:	No	Tax	X	A2:	10%	A3:	20%	A4:	30%	X	X	X	X	X	X	X	X	X	X	X	Surcharge	The	function	will	calculate	the	surcharge	as:	If	tax	on	taxable	income	exceeds	Rs	10	lacs,	a	10%	surcharge	is	charged.	This	simple	approach	will	result	in	an	unusually	large	number	of	test	cases,	many	of	which	will	not	be	useful	for	revealing	any	new	errors.	The	number
of	states	is	the	product	of	the	number	of	allowable	values	of	all	the	factors.	Each	row	of	state	table	corresponds	to	_______.	Naresh	Chauhan	Introduction	to	Case	Study	513l	INCOME	TAX	CALCULATOR	A	Case	Study	Step	1	Introduction	to	Case	Study	All	the	techniques	learnt	in	this	book	can	be	practised	using	a	case	study.	14.	The	function	will	add
all	these	incomes.	Gross	Salary	(a)	Salary	as	per	the	provisions	contained	in	the	section	17(1)	(b)	Value	of	the	prerequisites	under	section	17(2)	(As	per	form	number	12BA,	wherever	applicable)	(c)	Profits	in	lieu	of	salary	under	section	17(3)	(As	per	form	number	12BA,	wherever	applicable)	(d)	Total	(to	be	calculated	by	this	function)	2.	Static	Testing
6.1	Inspections	6.1.1	Inspection	Team	6.1.2	Inspection	Process	6.1.3	Benefits	of	Inspection	Process	6.1.4	Effectiveness	of	Inspection	Process	6.1.5	Cost	of	Inspection	Process	6.1.6	Variants	of	Inspection	process	6.1.7	Reading	Techniques	6.1.8	Checklists	for	Inspection	Process	6.2	Walkthroughs	6.3	Technical	Reviews	Summary	7.	In	case	of	any
technical	institution	of	national	eminence,	the	prescribed	authority	is	the	Director	General	(Income-Tax	Exemption)	in	concurrence	with	the	Secretary,	All	India	Council	of	Technical	Education.	Efficient	Test	Suite	Management	Chapter	White-Box	Testing	Techniques	Chapter	6.	Thus,	V	(P	»	X	»	Y	»Z	)	=	V	(P	)	+	V	(X	)	+	V	(Y	)	+	V	(Z	)	Guidelines	for
Basis	Path	Testing	We	can	use	the	cyclomatic	complexity	number	in	basis	path	testing.	Determine	a	basis	set	of	independent	paths	through	the	program	control	structure.	R1	R2	R3	R4	R5	R6	R7	C1:	a	≠	0	T	T	T	T	T	T	F	C2:	b	=	0	F	I	I	T	F	F	I	C3:	c	=	0	I	F	I	T	F	F	I	C4:	D	>	0	T	F	F	F	F	F	I	C5:	D	<	0	F	T	F	F	T	F	I	C6:	D	=	0	F	F	T	T	F	T	I	C7:	a	=	b	=	c	F	I	F
F	T	F	I	C8:	a	=	c	=	b/2	F	F	I	F	F	T	I	A1:	Not	a	quadratic	equation	A2:	Real	roots	X	X	A3:	Imaginary	roots	X	X	A4:	Equal	roots	X	X	X	The	test	cases	designed	based	on	this	table	are	given	below.	SUMMARY	Black-box	testing	is	a	dynamic	testing	technique,	wherein	the	software	is	tested	using	a	set	of	inputs	and	expected	outputs.	Please	enter	challan
number.	Income:	up	to	1.5	lacs	Income:	up	to	1.8	lacs	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	Income	:	above	5	lacs	Income	:	up	to	2.25	lacs	Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	Black-Box	Testing	on	Units/Modules	of	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	3.0	The	following	outputs	will	be	there:	No	tax	10%	20%	30%	The	test
cases	for	these	conditions	and	outputs	can	be	designed	using	a	decision	table,	as	given	below:	Action	Stub	Condition	Stub	R1	R2	R3	R4	R5	R6	R7	R8	R9	R10	R11	R12	C1:	Is	Sex	Male?	Finally,	the	system	will	show	the	net	tax	as	per	the	following	details:	532	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Men	Income:	up	to
1.5	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Women	Income	:	up	to	1.8	lacs	NO	TAX	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Senior	Citizen	Income	:	up	to	2.25	lacs	NO	TAX
Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Donations	with	100%	rebate	The	Prime	Minister’s	National	Relief	Fund.	129l	130	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	As	discussed	earlier,	every	testing	activity	is	recorded.	States	are	represented	by	nodes.	3.	Is	the	software	meant	only	for	salaried	person
or	for	anyone?	The	classes	are:	C1	=	{Amount	of	tax	deposited:	valid	entry}	C2	=	{Amount	of	tax	deposited:	invalid	entry}	C3	=	{Amount	of	tax	deposited:	Blank}	C4	=	{Date	:	digits	only}	C5	=	{Date	:	Any	invalid	character	other	than	digit}	C6	=	{Date	:	Blank}	C7	=	{5	£	Challan	Number	£	20}	C8	=	{Challan	Number	<	5}	C9	=	{Challan	Number	>
20}	C10	=	{Challan	Number:	Blank}	Test	Case	ID	Class	Amount	of	tax	covered	deposited	Date	Challan	Number	Expected	Output	ATD1	C1	2000	Normal	behaviour	ATD2	C2	Rs	2000	ATD3	C3	ATD4	C4	2000	12/02/2009	Normal	behaviour	ATD5	C5	2000	12/feb/2009	Please	enter	a	valid	date.	Income	Tax	Calculatro	SRS	ver	3.0	7.	However,	it	may	be
possible	that	the	graph	is	not	strongly	connected.	There	may	be	portions	in	the	code	which	are	not	checked	when	executing	functional	test	cases,	but	these	will	be	executed	and	tested	by	white-box	testing.	529l	530	Software	Testing:	Principles	and	Practices	Generate	Tax	Payable	Details	This	function	calculates	the	tax	payable	by	the	person	in	the
following	format:	Taxable	income	The	function	will	calculate	this	by	taking	difference	of	gross	total	income	in	the	function	Accept	Income	Details	and	aggregate	deductible	amount	in	the	function	Accept	Savings	&	Donation	Details.	Education	cess	Function	will	calculate	the	education	cess	as	a	3%	of	tax	on	taxable	income.	Software	Testing:	Principles
and	PracticesSoftware	Metrics	Chapter	Table	of	contents	PART	1:	Static	Testing	Chapter	7.	Shreeshma	Reddy	rated	it	liked	it	May	19,	Books	by	Naresh	Chauhan.	(Y/N)	Tax	Deduction	Details	Screen	If	the	person	is	salaried,	then	tax	deducted	by	the	employer	during	the	year	in	the	following	format	is	entered:	Amount	of	tax	deposited	Date	Challan
Number	Enter	more?	His	idea	is	to	measure	the	complexity	by	considering	the	number	of	paths	in	the	control	graph	of	the	program.	18.4	Debugging	Techniques	18.4.1	Debugging	with	Memory	Dump	18.4.2	Debugging	with	Watch	Points	18.4.3	BackTracking	18.5	Correcting	the	Bugs	18.5.1	Debugging	Guidelines	18.6	Debuggers	18.6.1	Types	of
Debuggers	Summary	CASE	STUDIES	REFERENCES	APPENDICES	APPENDIX	AANSWERS	TO	MULTIPLE	CHOICE	QUESTIONS	APPENDIX	A	SRS	VERIFICATION	CHECKLIST	APPENDIX	BHLD	VERIFICATION	CHECKLIST	APPENDIX	CLLD	VERIFICATION	CHECKLIST	APPENDIX	D	GENERAL	SDD	VERIFICATION	CHECKLIST	APPENDIX
EGENERIC	CODE	VERIFICATION	CHECKLIST	INDEX	„	Name	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces	in	between)	„	Date	of	Birth	(dd/mm/yyyy)	„	Permanent	address	(3	to	30	characters)	The	allowed	characters	are	alphabets,	digits,	„	Spaces,	and	commas	only.	Source	of	Income:	(3	to	20	alphabets	with	spaces)	Amount:	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum
two	decimal	places)	The	function	will	aggregate	all	the	amounts	of	income	as	gross	total	income.	In	case	of	any	technical	institution	of	national	eminence,	the	prescribed	authority	is	the	Director-General	(Income-Tax	Exemption)	in	concurrence	with	the	Secretary,	All	India	Council	of	Technical	Education.	Finally,	the	system	will	show	the	net	tax	as	per
the	following	details:	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Men	Income:	up	to	1.5	lacs	Income	:	1.5	lacs	to	3	lacs	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	Income	:	above	5	lacs	NO	TAX	10%	20%	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Women	Income	:	up	to	1.8	lacs	Income	:	1.8	lacs	to	3	lacs	NO	TAX	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%
Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Income	Tax	slabs	2009/2010	for	Senior	Citizen	Income	:	up	to	2.25	lacs	Income	:	2.25	lacs	to	3	lacs	NO	TAX	10%	Income	:	3	lacs	to	5	lacs	20%	Income	:	above	5	lacs	30%	Donations	with	100%	rebate	The	Prime	Minister’s	National	Relief	Fund.	V(G)	=	d	+	p	where	d	is	the	number	of	decision	nodes	in	the	graph.	The	tester
does	not	have	to	use	any	particular	testing	technique.	In	other	words,	each	branch	direction	must	be	traversed	at	least	once.	2.	If	the	taxable	income	exceeds	Rs	10	lacs,	a	10%	surcharge	on	the	total	income	tax	(not	on	the	total	taxable	income)	is	also	charged.	Blank	entry.	A	system	is	proposed	to	calculate	the	income	tax	of	a	person	residing	in	India
provided	his	income,	savings,	status,	and	donations	are	known.	Failing	to	account	for	all	the	states	is	one	of	the	more	common	bugs	in	the	software	that	can	be	modeled	by	state	graphs.	This	chapter	discusses	many	such	techniques	to	resolve	the	problem.	Verification	on	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	1.0	What	will	be	the	rebate	if	the	donation	is	not
in	the	above	list?	The	uploader	already	confirmed	that	they	had	the	permission	to	publish	it.	Accept	Tax	Deduction	Details	If	the	person	is	salaried,	then	this	function	will	accept	the	details	if	tax	deducted	by	the	employer	during	the	year	is	in	the	following	format:	Amount	of	tax	deposited	(positive	real	numbers	with	maximum	two	decimal	places)	Date
(dd/mm/yyyy)	Challan	Number	(5	to	20	characters)	The	above	details	may	be	entered	multiple	times.	Dynamic	Testing	:	Black	Box	Testing	Techniques	4.1	Boundary	Value	Analysis	4.1.1	Boundary	value	checking	4.1.2	Robustness	Testing	method	4.1.3	Worst	Case	Testing	method	4.2	Equivalence	Class	Testing	4.2.1	Identification	of	Equivalence	classes
4.2.2	Identifying	the	Test	cases	4.3	State	Table	based	Testing	4.3.1	Finite	State	Machine	4.3.2	State	Graphs	4.3.3	State	Tables	4.3.4	State	table	based	testing	4.4	Decision	Table	based	Testing	4.4.1	Formation	of	Decision	Table	4.4.2	Test	case	design	using	decision	table	4.4.3	Expanding	the	immaterial	test	cases	in	decision	table	4.5	Cause	Effect
Graphing	based	Testing	4.5.1	Basic	notations	4.6	Error	Guessing	Summary	5.	Discount	is	given	as	per	the	following	procedure:	(i)	For	DGS	&	D	orders,	10%	discount	is	given	irrespective	of	the	value	of	the	order.	APD8	C8	Harish	….	That	is	why,	the	flow	graph	is	also	known	as	decision-to-decision-graph	or	DD	graph.	However,	it	is	unfortunate	that
the	quality	and	testing	process	does	not	get	its	due	credit.	Have	doubts	regarding	this	product?	Passengers	who	travel	less	than	50,000	km.	These	procedures	can	be	called	from	any	point	but	the	connections	for	calling	are	not	shown	explicitly.	The	Army	Central	Welfare	Fund	or	the	Indian	Naval	Benevolent	Fund	or	the	Air	Force	Central	Welfare	Fund
established	by	the	armed	forces	of	the	Income	Tax	Calculatro	SRS	ver	3.0	Union	for	the	welfare	of	the	past	and	present	members	of	such	forces	or	their	dependants.	Therefore,	multiple	condition	coverage	requires	that	we	should	write	sufficient	test	cases	such	that	all	possible	combinations	of	condition	outcomes	in	each	decision	and	all	points	of	entry
are	invoked	at	least	once.	Then	the	system	will	calculate	the	total	tax	and	check	if	it	exceeds	Rs	10	lacs.	User	may	enter	multiple	incomes.	Do	send	your	valuable	suggestions,	comments,	and	constructive	criticism	for	further	improvement	of	the	book.	SDE345	SDE	Normal	behaviour	Challan	number	too	short	Sdefrtg5667	Challan	number	too	long
89asdf5678	Blank	entry.	These	have	been	discussed	widely	expanding	in	separate	chapters.	Accept	Personal	Details	(APD)	The	function	will	accept	the	following	details	to	be	entered	by	the	user.	Regression	Testing	8.1	Progressive	vs	Regression	Testing	8.2	Regression	testing	produces	quality	software	8.3	Regression	Testability	8.4	Objectives	of
Regression	Testing	8.5	When	to	do	regression	testing?	Tax	on	taxable	income	The	function	will	calculate	this	using	the	appropriate	slab	of	user	as	given	above.	If	someone	as	a	designer	says	while	debugging,	‘sometimes	it	works	and	sometimes	it	doesn’t’,	it	means	there	is	a	state	factor	about	which	he	is	not	aware—a	factor	probably	caused	by	a	bug.
Tax	payable/refundable	The	function	will	find	the	difference	of	tax	payable	and	the	total	tax	deducted.	Surcharge	The	function	will	calculate	the	surcharge	as	if	tax	on	taxable	income	exceeds	Rs	10	lacs,	a	10%	surcharge	is	charged.	Calculating	the	cyclomatic	complexity	number	of	the	program	having	many	connected	components	Let	us	say	that	a
program	P	has	three	components:	X,	Y,	and	Z.	4.3.2	STATE	TRANSITION	DIAGRAMS	OR	STATE	GRAPH	A	system	or	its	components	may	have	a	number	of	states	depending	on	its	input	and	time.	Chapter	8	describes	regression	testing	that	is	used	to	check	the	effect	of	modifications	on	other	parts	of	software.	Each	column	in	the	table	represents	a
test	case.	The	following	steps	should	be	followed	for	designing	test	cases	using	path	testing:	Draw	the	flow	graph	using	the	code	provided	for	which	we	have	to	write	test	cases.	13.	Blank	Entry.	The	application	has	been	designed	and	developed	for	the	readers	and	all	the	test	case	design	techniques	have	been	applied	on	it.	So	test	cases	should	be
designed	such	that	both	the	conditions	are	tested	for	True	and	False	outcomes.	Running:	When	instructions	of	the	task	are	being	executed	by	CPU.	∑	How	much	testing	is	practically	possible?	The	classes	are:	C23	=	{Income:	valid	entry}	C24	=	{Income:	invalid	entry}	C25	=	{Income:	Blank}	The	test	cases	will	be:	Test	Case	ID	AID23	AID24	AID25
Class	covered	C23	C24	C25	Income	200.00	–1000	Expected	Output	Normal	behaviour	Please	enter	a	valid	amount.	V(G)	=	e	–	n	+	2p	where	e	is	number	of	edges,	n	is	the	number	of	nodes	in	the	graph,	and	p	is	number	of	components	in	the	whole	graph.	The	case	study	includes	readyto-use	software	and	designing	of	test	cases	using	the	techniques
described	in	the	book.	N1N2	N3	N4	N5	N6	N12	N14	N4	N15	N21	N22	N2	N23	4.	Designation	(if	Salaried)	(3	to	15	alphabets)	Name	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	25	alphabets	with	spaces)	Address	of	the	employer	(if	salaried)	(3	to	30	characters)	PAN	number	(10	characters	including	alphabets	and	digits	0–9)	Income	Tax	Calculator	SRS	ver	2.0
TDS	circle	where	annual	return/statement	under	section	206	is	to	be	filed	(3	to	15	alphabets	with	spaces)	Period:	From	(dd/mm/yyyy)	To	(dd/mm/yyyy)	Assessment	year	(yyyy-yy)	Accept	Income	Details	The	function	will	enquire	whether	the	user	is	a	salaried	person	or	has	some	other	source	of	income.	Personal	details	Income	details	Tax	calculator
system	Tax	payable	details	Saving	details	Donation	details	Tax	deductions	details	The	system	will	first	accept	personal	details,	income,	donations,	and	savings.	Some	universities	have	already	started	this	course.	The	Maharashtra	Chief	Minister’s	Earthquake	Relief	Fund.	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	4.	The	National	Illness
Assistance	Fund.	User	interface	requirements	and	system	requirements	are	not	mentioned.	The	user	interaction	with	the	system.	Dynamic	Testing:	Black-Box	Testing	Techniques	Solution	The	decision	table	for	the	program	is	shown	below:	ENTRY	Condition	Stub	Action	Stub	Rule	1	Rule	2	Rule3	C1:	Working	hours	>	48	I	F	T	C2:	Holidays	or	Sundays	T
F	F	A1:	Normal	salary	X	A2:	1.25	of	salary	A3:	2.00	of	salary	X	X	The	test	cases	derived	from	the	decision	table	are	given	below:	Test	Case	ID	Working	Hour	Day	Expected	Result	1	48	Monday	Normal	Salary	2	50	Tuesday	1.25	of	salary	3	52	Sunday	2.00	of	salary	Example	4.9	A	wholesaler	has	three	commodities	to	sell	and	has	three	types	of	customers.
Complete	the	graph	by	adding	the	constraints,	if	any,	between	causes	and	effects.	3.6.1	Unit	Verification	3.7	Validation	3.7.1	Validation	Activities	Summary	PART	II	TESTING	TECHNIQUES	4.	V(G)	=	e	–	n	+	2P	=	29	–	23	+2	=	8	2.	However,	the	application	presented	and	implemented	is	only	for	illustrative	purposes	and	it	is	not	claimed	that	this
application	is	free	from	defects	and	can	be	used	practically	for	calculating	the	income	tax	of	a	person.	The	book	has	been	written	in	a	lucid	manner	and	is	packed	with	practical	approach	of	designing	the	test	cases	targeting	undergraduate	and	postgraduate	students	of	computer	science	and	engineering	(B.Tech.,	M.Tech.,	MCA),	and	test	engineers.
Normal	Behaviour	Please	enter	a	valid	entry.	Software	Testing.	Associate	specific	sets	of	conditions	with	specific	actions,	eliminating	impossible	combinations	of	conditions;	alternatively,	develop	every	possible	permutation	of	conditions.	The	basic	idea	is	to	make	a	list	of	possible	errors	in	error-prone	situations	and	then	develop	the	test	cases.	A
university	or	any	educational	institution	of	national	eminence	as	maybe	approved	by	the	prescribed	authority.	A	mobile	phone	service	provider	uses	a	program	that	computes	the	monthly	bill	of	customers	as	follows:	Minimum	Rs	300	for	up	to	120	calls	Plus	Re	1	per	call	for	the	next	70	calls	Plus	Rs	0.80	per	call	for	the	next	50	calls	Plus	Rs	0.40	per	call
for	any	call	beyond	220	calls.	The	Army	Central	Welfare	Fund	or	the	Indian	Naval	Benevolent	Fund	or	the	Air	Force	Central	Welfare	Fund	established	by	the	armed	forces	of	the	Union	for	the	welfare	of	the	past	and	present	members	of	such	forces	or	their	dependants.	Automation	and	Testing	Tools	15.1	Need	of	Automation	15.2	Categorization	of
Testing	Tools	15.2.1	Static	and	Dynamic	Testing	Tools	15.2.2	Testing	Activity	Tools	15.3	Selection	of	Testing	Tools	15.4	Costs	incurred	in	Testing	Tools	15.5	Guidelines	for	Automated	Testing	15.6	Overview	of	some	commercial	Testing	Tools	Summary	PART	VI	TESTING	FOR	SPECIALIZED	ENVIRONMENT	16.	These	two	entries	can	be	tested	with
equivalence	class	partitioning	methods.	The	reason	is	that	we	have	considered	all	possible	outcomes	of	each	condition	in	the	decision,	but	we	have	not	taken	all	combinations	of	different	multiple	conditions.	AbeBooks	has	millions	of	books.	An	edge	must	terminate	at	a	node.	Testing	is	not	just	an	intuitive	method	to	remove	the	bugs,	rather	it	is	a
systematic	process	such	as	software	development	life	cycle	(SDLC).	Chapter	7	discusses	various	techniques	used	in	validation	testing	such	as	unit	testing,	integration	testing,	function	testing,	system	testing,	and	acceptance	testing.	We've	listed	similar	copies	below.Description:Software	Testing	book	focuses	on	software	testing	as	not	just	being	a
phase	of	software	development	life	cycle	(SDLC)	but	a	complete	process	to	fulfill	the	demands	of	quality	software.	The	Andhra	Pradesh	Chief	Minister’s	Cyclone	Relief	Fund,	1996.	A	state	graph	is	the	pictorial	representation	of	an	FSM.	The	reader	is	advised	to	refer	to	the	full	code	for	implementation	details	of	the	application	and	execute	these	test
cases	on	the	running	executable	application	provided	in	the	CD.	A	directed	graph	(V,	E)	consists	of	a	set	of	vertices	V	and	a	set	of	edges	E	that	are	ordered	pairs	of	elements	of	V.	Often,	developers	use	white-box	testing	techniques	to	test	their	own	design	and	code.	20	characters)	Batting	average	Design	test	cases	for	this	program	using	BVC,	robust
testing,	and	worst-case	testing	methods.	In	a	decision	table,	when	the	condition	entry	takes	only	two	values	–	TRUE	or	FALSE,	then	it	is	called	a	Limited	Entry	Decision	Table.
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